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-1JOHN	WILFRID	LOARING
 A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Pre-OlymPic DevelOPmentAl yeArS

John	Wilfrid	Loaring	was	born	in	Winnipeg,	Manitoba,	Canada	on	
August	3rd,	1915,	and	moved	to	Windsor,	Ontario	in	1926.	Shortly	
before	starting	high	school	in	1929,	he	was	stricken	with	rheumatic	
fever.	His	family	doctor	advised	that	his	running	days	were	over,	but	
Loaring	hoped	otherwise.	By	1934,	Loaring	was	dominating	120yd	
hurdles	and	440yd	runs.	At	the	Intra-Empire	Schoolboy	Games	in	Mel-
bourne,	Australia,	on	November	9th,	1934,	Loaring	won	gold	medals	
in	the	120yd	high	hurdles	and	4x440yd	relay.	In	1935-36,	Loaring	was	
Freshmen	President,	University	of	Western	Ontario,	London.

1936 OlymPic GAmeS, Berlin, GermAny

The	first	time	Loaring	competed	in	the	440yd	hurdles	was	at	the	1936	
Ontario	Championships,	and	he	won.	The	first	time	he	competed	in	the	
metric	version	of	this	event,	the	400m	hurdles	with	slightly	different	
hurdle	spacing,	was	at	the	1936	Canadian	Championships	and	Olympic	
Trials	in	Montreal,	Quebec.	At	age	20,	he	won	both	the	400m	hurdles	
and	the	400m	run,	breaking	the	Canadian	records	for	both.

Loaring's	second	competitive	experience	in	the	400m	hurdles	was	on	
his	21st	birthday,	August	3rd,	in	the	heats	at	the	1936	Berlin	Olympic	
Games.	The	following	day,	Loaring	ran	in	both	the	semi-final	and	final	
of	the	400m	hurdles.	He	was	the	youngest	finalist,	winning	the	silver	
medal,	3/10ths	of	a	second	behind	the	American	gold	medallist,	who	
had	set	World	Records	at	both	the	1932	Los	Angeles	Olympic	Games	
and	in	1934.	On	August	6th	and	7th,	Loaring	ran	four	400m	races:	first	
round,	second	round,	semi-final,	and	final,	in	which	he	placed	sixth.

On	August	8th,	Loaring	anchored	the	4x400m	Canadian	relay	team.	In	
the	semi-final	heat,	Loaring	received	the	baton	ahead	of	Germany's	
Rudolf	Harbig,	who	later,	in	1939,	broke	World	Records	in	the	400m	
and	800m	runs.	Loaring	purposely	slowed	near	the	end,	letting	Harbig	
win	in	front	of	his	countrymen,	and	knowing	that	a	Canadian	second	
would	qualify	for	the	final.	However,	in	the	final,	Canada's	third	relay	
runner	was	fouled	by	an	American	runner,	and	Loaring	received	the	
baton	seven	meters	behind	Harbig.	Loaring	nearly	caught	Harbig,	with	
Germany	and	Canada	receiving	the	same	time,	but	Loaring	behind	by	
less	than	a	metre	--	Canada	placing	fourth.

International	press	reported	that	officials	huddled	about	the	obvious	
foul,	but	ultimately	decided	not	to	disqualify	the	USA	team,	because	the	
Canadian	team	hadn't	protested.	Such	was	the	gentlemanly	"roll-with-
the-punches"	sportsmanship	and	politics	of	that	earlier	time.

The	popular	German	weekly,	Fussball,	selected	Loaring	as:	“The	
toughest	competitor	of	1936...”	The	noted	Olympic	authors,	Ross	and	
Norris	McWhirter,	commented:	“Loaring's	competitive	record	at	the	
1936	Olympics...must	just	about	represent	the	most	severe	test	to	
which	any	Olympic	athlete	has	ever	been	subjected.”	Loaring	is	still	
the	only	athlete	to	compete	in	all	three	Olympic	male	finals	involving	
the	400m	distance	in	any	combination	of	Olympic	Games,	and	he	did	
so	as	he	turned	age	21,	with	World	War	II	depriving	him	of	two	Olympic	
Games	during	his	prime	years.

POSt-OlymPic PerFOrmAnceS

Immediately	after	Olympic	Athletics	events,	Loaring	competed	in	a	
British	Empire	vs	USA	Meet	in	London,	England,	on	August	15th,	1936.	
In	a	four-by-two-lap	steeplechase	relay,	Loaring	ran	the	anchor	leg	
in	a	World	Best	Time,	winning	gold	for	the	British	Empire	Team.	He	
overcame	a	12yd	lead	of	USA's	anchorman,	who	had	held	the	3,000m	
steeplechase	World	Record	until	one	week	prior.	This	was	Loaring's	one	
and	only	steeplechase	experience.

In	the	1937	Pan-American	Games	in	Dallas,	Texas,	Loaring's	favourite	
400m	hurdles	event	wasn't	on	the	program.	However,	he	won	a	fourth-
place	medal	in	the	400m	run.	Three	days	later,	Loaring	competed	in	an	
Oxford-Cambridge	versus	Canada	Dual	Meet	in	Hamilton,	Ontario.	After	
winning	the	220yd	hurdles,	Loaring	upset	Britain's	Olympic	silver	and	
gold	medalist	while	winning	the	440yd	run.

1938 BritiSh emPire GAmeS,  
Sydney, Australia (now called Commonwealth Games)

Loaring	won	three	gold	medals	in	the	440yd	hurdles	and	two	relays,	as	
well	as	fifth	place	in	the	440yd	run.	He	is	the	only	Canadian	Athletics	
athlete	to	win	three	gold	medals	in	a	Commonwealth	Games.	Loaring	
tended	to	run	to	win	rather	than	to	set	records,	especially	when	run-
ning	many	races.	In	the	440yd	hurdles	final,	he	was	very	far	ahead,	and	
noticeably	slowed	toward	the	end,	still	winning	by	15	yards.	Despite	
slowing,	he	missed	the	World	Record	by	only	3/10ths	of	a	second,	with	
1938's	World	Best	440yd/400m	hurdles	time.	In	1938,	Loaring	was	
awarded	the	J.	W.	Davies	Trophy,	as	the	yearís	top	Canadian	in	Track,	
Field,	Marathon,	and	Harrier	competition.

militAry Service

In	his	last	university	year,	Loaring	wrote	his	final	exams	early,	so	that	
he	could	be	in	the	first	group	of	Royal	Canadian	Naval	Volunteer	Radar	
Officers	on	loan	to	the	British,	leaving	Canada	in	April	of	1940.	In	
September	of	1940,	his	destroyer	was	dispatched	to	pick	up	civilian	
survivors	of	a	torpedoed	liner.	After	explaining	his	life-saving	skills	to	
the	shipís	doctor,	he	was	assigned	five	tiny	lifeless	bodies.	Three	were	
revived	under	Loaring's	direction,	and	he	was	commended	by	the	
Ontario	Branch	of	The	Royal	Life	Saving	Society.

He	served	as	radar	officer	on	H.M.C.S.	Fiji,	which	ran	out	of	ammunition	
during	the	Battle	for	Crete,	and	was	sunk	by	a	German	bomber	on	
May-22,	1941.	523	of	the	764	naval	personnel	survived,	clinging	to	
wreckage	until	picked	up	a	few	hours	later.	Loaring	was	put	ashore	in	
Africa	to	recover	from	oil	poisoning.

In	1942,	while	serving	as	Senior	Technical	Instructor	for	Radar	Officers	
in	Portsmouth,	England,	Loaring	competed	in	track	meets.	For	one	of	
these,	the	local	press	hyped	his	440yd	hurdles	World	Record	attempt,	
but	Loaring	had	another	focus:	a	440yd	run,	giving	a	British	Olympian	

a	chance	to	avenge	defeat	by	Loaring	weeks	earlier.	This	time,	Loaring	
was	only	second,	but,	45	minutes	later,	he	won	the	440yd	hurdles,	
9/10ths	of	a		second	off	the	World	Record.	This	was	amid	wartime	
training	restrictions,	and	15	months	after	he	had	been	put	ashore	in	
Africa	after	the	Battle	for	Crete.

In	1943,	Loaring	was	transferred	to	Saint-Hyacinthe,	Quebec,	to	head	
Canada's	Radar	Training	School	until	the	end	of	the	War.	In	1946-47,	
as	a	Lieutenant-Commander,	he	was	Commanding	Officer	of	H.M.C.S.	
Hunter,	Windsor.

SPOrtS Service, AwArDS, AnD leGAcy

Loaring	served	in	a	broad	variety	of	roles	in	Athletics,	Road	Running,	
Swimming,	and	Water	Polo,	as	well	as	other	sports	through	his	general	
positions	with	the	Canadian	Olympic	Association,	the	British	Empire	
&	Commonwealth	Games	Association,	the	Amateur	Athletic	Union	of	
Canada,	etc.	He	was	an	Athletics	Official	at	the	1966	British	Empire	&	
Commonwealth	Games	at	Kingston,	Jamaica.	Many	sports	events	were	
named	in	his	hour,	and	he	was	inducted	into	national	and	regional	halls	
of	fame.

Loaring	died	of	cancer	at	age	54,	on	November	20th,	1969.	Both	
he	and	his	eldest	son,	John	Jr.,	received	“Most	Memorable	Athlete”	
awards	for	their	respective	decades	in	high	school.	John	Jr.	won	the	
Royal	Arcanum	Award	as	Windsor's	best	all-round	athlete,	in	his	final	
high	school	year,	1963-64,	and	was	on	relay	teams	setting	Canadian	
Records	while	at	the	University	of	Toronto.	John	Jr.	was	the	third-
generation	owner	of	the	Loaring	family	construction	business.	After	
designing	and/or	building	in	eight	Canadian	provinces	and	three	USA	
states,	with	dozens	of	awards	for	design	and	construction	excellence,	
John	Jr.	retired	from	construction	in	2004,	and	continues	with	other	
family	businesses.

John	Jr.'s	daughter,	Charlotte,	competed	in	Synchronized	Swimming	
and	Swimming,	including	the	World	High	School	Swimming	Champion-
ships.	She	was	Captain	of	the	University	of	Toronto	Swimming	Team,	
which	won	the	Canadian	Championships.	With	two	university	degrees,	
she	is	a	Registered	Physiotherapist	and	owner	of	Loaring	Physiotherapy	
&	Health	Centre	in	the	Town	of	Tecumseh,	on	the	east	side	of	Windsor.	
John	Jr.'s	son,	James,	has	a	University	of	Windsor	Business	Degree.	
At	the	2002	Triathlon	World	Championships,	he	won	a	bronze	medal	
in	the	25-29	age	group,	and	subsequently	has	competed	worldwide	in	
the	elite/professional	category,	with	top-ten	finishes	at	Triathlon	World	
Cups.	He	is	owner	of	Loaring	Personal	Coaching,	based	in	Guelph,	
southwest	of	Toronto,	Ontario.

In	honour	of	their	mother,	and	John	Jr.'s	late	wife,	Charlotte	and	James	
co-organize	the	biennial	Loaring	Triathlon	at	the	family	home	at	a	
Lake	Erie	beach	in	Essex,	Ontario.	Proceeds	are	donated	to	the	Elena	
Loaring	Memorial	Fund	for	Breast	Cancer	Research,	administered	
by	The	University	of	Windsor,	with	the	Ontario	Government	matching	
all	donations.	The	2004,	2006,	&	2008	events	raised	over	$100,000.	
Additional	information	is	available	via	the	web	site:		www.loaring.com

�
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-1JOHN	WILFRID	LOARING
 A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Pre-OlymPic DevelOPmentAl yeArS

John	Wilfrid	Loaring	was	born	in	Winnipeg,	Manitoba,	Canada	on	
August	3rd,	1915,	and	moved	to	Windsor,	Ontario	in	1926.	Shortly	
before	starting	high	school	in	1929,	he	was	stricken	with	rheumatic	
fever.	His	family	doctor	advised	that	his	running	days	were	over,	but	
Loaring	hoped	otherwise.	By	1934,	Loaring	was	dominating	120yd	
hurdles	and	440yd	runs.	At	the	Intra-Empire	Schoolboy	Games	in	Mel-
bourne,	Australia,	on	November	9th,	1934,	Loaring	won	gold	medals	
in	the	120yd	high	hurdles	and	4x440yd	relay.	In	1935-36,	Loaring	was	
Freshmen	President,	University	of	Western	Ontario,	London.

1936 OlymPic GAmeS, Berlin, GermAny

The	first	time	Loaring	competed	in	the	440yd	hurdles	was	at	the	1936	
Ontario	Championships,	and	he	won.	The	first	time	he	competed	in	the	
metric	version	of	this	event,	the	400m	hurdles	with	slightly	different	
hurdle	spacing,	was	at	the	1936	Canadian	Championships	and	Olympic	
Trials	in	Montreal,	Quebec.	At	age	20,	he	won	both	the	400m	hurdles	
and	the	400m	run,	breaking	the	Canadian	records	for	both.

Loaring's	second	competitive	experience	in	the	400m	hurdles	was	on	
his	21st	birthday,	August	3rd,	in	the	heats	at	the	1936	Berlin	Olympic	
Games.	The	following	day,	Loaring	ran	in	both	the	semi-final	and	final	
of	the	400m	hurdles.	He	was	the	youngest	finalist,	winning	the	silver	
medal,	3/10ths	of	a	second	behind	the	American	gold	medallist,	who	
had	set	World	Records	at	both	the	1932	Los	Angeles	Olympic	Games	
and	in	1934.	On	August	6th	and	7th,	Loaring	ran	four	400m	races:	first	
round,	second	round,	semi-final,	and	final,	in	which	he	placed	sixth.

On	August	8th,	Loaring	anchored	the	4x400m	Canadian	relay	team.	In	
the	semi-final	heat,	Loaring	received	the	baton	ahead	of	Germany's	
Rudolf	Harbig,	who	later,	in	1939,	broke	World	Records	in	the	400m	
and	800m	runs.	Loaring	purposely	slowed	near	the	end,	letting	Harbig	
win	in	front	of	his	countrymen,	and	knowing	that	a	Canadian	second	
would	qualify	for	the	final.	However,	in	the	final,	Canada's	third	relay	
runner	was	fouled	by	an	American	runner,	and	Loaring	received	the	
baton	seven	meters	behind	Harbig.	Loaring	nearly	caught	Harbig,	with	
Germany	and	Canada	receiving	the	same	time,	but	Loaring	behind	by	
less	than	a	metre	--	Canada	placing	fourth.

International	press	reported	that	officials	huddled	about	the	obvious	
foul,	but	ultimately	decided	not	to	disqualify	the	USA	team,	because	the	
Canadian	team	hadn't	protested.	Such	was	the	gentlemanly	"roll-with-
the-punches"	sportsmanship	and	politics	of	that	earlier	time.

The	popular	German	weekly,	Fussball,	selected	Loaring	as:	“The	
toughest	competitor	of	1936...”	The	noted	Olympic	authors,	Ross	and	
Norris	McWhirter,	commented:	“Loaring's	competitive	record	at	the	
1936	Olympics...must	just	about	represent	the	most	severe	test	to	
which	any	Olympic	athlete	has	ever	been	subjected.”	Loaring	is	still	
the	only	athlete	to	compete	in	all	three	Olympic	male	finals	involving	
the	400m	distance	in	any	combination	of	Olympic	Games,	and	he	did	
so	as	he	turned	age	21,	with	World	War	II	depriving	him	of	two	Olympic	
Games	during	his	prime	years.

POSt-OlymPic PerFOrmAnceS

Immediately	after	Olympic	Athletics	events,	Loaring	competed	in	a	
British	Empire	vs	USA	Meet	in	London,	England,	on	August	15th,	1936.	
In	a	four-by-two-lap	steeplechase	relay,	Loaring	ran	the	anchor	leg	
in	a	World	Best	Time,	winning	gold	for	the	British	Empire	Team.	He	
overcame	a	12yd	lead	of	USA's	anchorman,	who	had	held	the	3,000m	
steeplechase	World	Record	until	one	week	prior.	This	was	Loaring's	one	
and	only	steeplechase	experience.

In	the	1937	Pan-American	Games	in	Dallas,	Texas,	Loaring's	favourite	
400m	hurdles	event	wasn't	on	the	program.	However,	he	won	a	fourth-
place	medal	in	the	400m	run.	Three	days	later,	Loaring	competed	in	an	
Oxford-Cambridge	versus	Canada	Dual	Meet	in	Hamilton,	Ontario.	After	
winning	the	220yd	hurdles,	Loaring	upset	Britain's	Olympic	silver	and	
gold	medalist	while	winning	the	440yd	run.

1938 BritiSh emPire GAmeS,  
Sydney, Australia (now called Commonwealth Games)

Loaring	won	three	gold	medals	in	the	440yd	hurdles	and	two	relays,	as	
well	as	fifth	place	in	the	440yd	run.	He	is	the	only	Canadian	Athletics	
athlete	to	win	three	gold	medals	in	a	Commonwealth	Games.	Loaring	
tended	to	run	to	win	rather	than	to	set	records,	especially	when	run-
ning	many	races.	In	the	440yd	hurdles	final,	he	was	very	far	ahead,	and	
noticeably	slowed	toward	the	end,	still	winning	by	15	yards.	Despite	
slowing,	he	missed	the	World	Record	by	only	3/10ths	of	a	second,	with	
1938's	World	Best	440yd/400m	hurdles	time.	In	1938,	Loaring	was	
awarded	the	J.	W.	Davies	Trophy,	as	the	yearís	top	Canadian	in	Track,	
Field,	Marathon,	and	Harrier	competition.

militAry Service

In	his	last	university	year,	Loaring	wrote	his	final	exams	early,	so	that	
he	could	be	in	the	first	group	of	Royal	Canadian	Naval	Volunteer	Radar	
Officers	on	loan	to	the	British,	leaving	Canada	in	April	of	1940.	In	
September	of	1940,	his	destroyer	was	dispatched	to	pick	up	civilian	
survivors	of	a	torpedoed	liner.	After	explaining	his	life-saving	skills	to	
the	shipís	doctor,	he	was	assigned	five	tiny	lifeless	bodies.	Three	were	
revived	under	Loaring's	direction,	and	he	was	commended	by	the	
Ontario	Branch	of	The	Royal	Life	Saving	Society.

He	served	as	radar	officer	on	H.M.C.S.	Fiji,	which	ran	out	of	ammunition	
during	the	Battle	for	Crete,	and	was	sunk	by	a	German	bomber	on	
May-22,	1941.	523	of	the	764	naval	personnel	survived,	clinging	to	
wreckage	until	picked	up	a	few	hours	later.	Loaring	was	put	ashore	in	
Africa	to	recover	from	oil	poisoning.

In	1942,	while	serving	as	Senior	Technical	Instructor	for	Radar	Officers	
in	Portsmouth,	England,	Loaring	competed	in	track	meets.	For	one	of	
these,	the	local	press	hyped	his	440yd	hurdles	World	Record	attempt,	
but	Loaring	had	another	focus:	a	440yd	run,	giving	a	British	Olympian	

a	chance	to	avenge	defeat	by	Loaring	weeks	earlier.	This	time,	Loaring	
was	only	second,	but,	45	minutes	later,	he	won	the	440yd	hurdles,	
9/10ths	of	a		second	off	the	World	Record.	This	was	amid	wartime	
training	restrictions,	and	15	months	after	he	had	been	put	ashore	in	
Africa	after	the	Battle	for	Crete.

In	1943,	Loaring	was	transferred	to	Saint-Hyacinthe,	Quebec,	to	head	
Canada's	Radar	Training	School	until	the	end	of	the	War.	In	1946-47,	
as	a	Lieutenant-Commander,	he	was	Commanding	Officer	of	H.M.C.S.	
Hunter,	Windsor.

SPOrtS Service, AwArDS, AnD leGAcy

Loaring	served	in	a	broad	variety	of	roles	in	Athletics,	Road	Running,	
Swimming,	and	Water	Polo,	as	well	as	other	sports	through	his	general	
positions	with	the	Canadian	Olympic	Association,	the	British	Empire	
&	Commonwealth	Games	Association,	the	Amateur	Athletic	Union	of	
Canada,	etc.	He	was	an	Athletics	Official	at	the	1966	British	Empire	&	
Commonwealth	Games	at	Kingston,	Jamaica.	Many	sports	events	were	
named	in	his	hour,	and	he	was	inducted	into	national	and	regional	halls	
of	fame.

Loaring	died	of	cancer	at	age	54,	on	November	20th,	1969.	Both	
he	and	his	eldest	son,	John	Jr.,	received	“Most	Memorable	Athlete”	
awards	for	their	respective	decades	in	high	school.	John	Jr.	won	the	
Royal	Arcanum	Award	as	Windsor's	best	all-round	athlete,	in	his	final	
high	school	year,	1963-64,	and	was	on	relay	teams	setting	Canadian	
Records	while	at	the	University	of	Toronto.	John	Jr.	was	the	third-
generation	owner	of	the	Loaring	family	construction	business.	After	
designing	and/or	building	in	eight	Canadian	provinces	and	three	USA	
states,	with	dozens	of	awards	for	design	and	construction	excellence,	
John	Jr.	retired	from	construction	in	2004,	and	continues	with	other	
family	businesses.

John	Jr.'s	daughter,	Charlotte,	competed	in	Synchronized	Swimming	
and	Swimming,	including	the	World	High	School	Swimming	Champion-
ships.	She	was	Captain	of	the	University	of	Toronto	Swimming	Team,	
which	won	the	Canadian	Championships.	With	two	university	degrees,	
she	is	a	Registered	Physiotherapist	and	owner	of	Loaring	Physiotherapy	
&	Health	Centre	in	the	Town	of	Tecumseh,	on	the	east	side	of	Windsor.	
John	Jr.'s	son,	James,	has	a	University	of	Windsor	Business	Degree.	
At	the	2002	Triathlon	World	Championships,	he	won	a	bronze	medal	
in	the	25-29	age	group,	and	subsequently	has	competed	worldwide	in	
the	elite/professional	category,	with	top-ten	finishes	at	Triathlon	World	
Cups.	He	is	owner	of	Loaring	Personal	Coaching,	based	in	Guelph,	
southwest	of	Toronto,	Ontario.

In	honour	of	their	mother,	and	John	Jr.'s	late	wife,	Charlotte	and	James	
co-organize	the	biennial	Loaring	Triathlon	at	the	family	home	at	a	
Lake	Erie	beach	in	Essex,	Ontario.	Proceeds	are	donated	to	the	Elena	
Loaring	Memorial	Fund	for	Breast	Cancer	Research,	administered	
by	The	University	of	Windsor,	with	the	Ontario	Government	matching	
all	donations.	The	2004,	2006,	&	2008	events	raised	over	$100,000.	
Additional	information	is	available	via	the	web	site:		www.loaring.com

�
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OLYMPICS

   Olympic Games
   Philately & Memorabilia
   with the Loaring Collection, Part 3

   Tuesday, December 6, 2011 at 14h00

   Olympics
 

10000	 B	CC	C	  1896-1952, A wonderful Olympic exhibit collection, mounted and written up (in    
	 F	G	I	  Spanish) on 127 pages, incl. strong section of 1896 Athens with Greece 1L to 10D  
	 J	P	  mint set, set on Greek Olympic Committee paper cancelled on the first day day of use  
	   and 16 covers or cards with Olympic frankings incl. 1D on reg’d envelope, Greece  
	   1901 ovpts on parcel cards (2), 2D on 10D single franking tied by Paquebot cancel,  
	   Greece 1906 set of 14 on cover, Greek 1906 New Year presentation card of proofs,  
	   1906 5D proofs in black and violet, 1912 cover with Olympic cachet, 1920 Belgian  
	   Olympic set tied by Olympic cds on card, French 1924 10F, 25F and 30F die proofs  
	   plus set of four in epreuve deluxe sheet, Uruguay 1924 set on yellow paper in  
	   presentation folder, 1928 Huygen postcards (6), Uruguay 1928 set of three in mint nh  
	   sheets of 20, 1930 Berlin Congress cachet on pc, German 1936 unissued proofs affixed  
	   to “REICHSDRUCKEREI / DIREKTION” embossed card, 1936 15+10pf Fencing coil strip of  
	   11, 1936 Olympic Zeppelin covers from Switzerland and Netherland Indies, 1944 Polish  
	   POW issue unused, reg’d cover and used postcard, Monaco 1952 die proofs (6), etc.,  
	   an excellent opportunity to buy an exhibition quality collection with room to expand  
	   and develop, see the web for a complete scan 
	    
	   estimate: e 30’000 - e 40’000

Lot N°        Symbol(s) Photo   Cat. N°   Estimate ¤

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10000
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10000ex

 Lot N°        Symbol(s) Photo   Cat. N°   Estimate ¤

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10000ex


Lot N°        Symbol(s) Photo   Cat. N°   Estimate ¤
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OLYMPICS
   

   FOrerunnerS

10001	   OLYMPIA: “Odes of Pindari: Olympia, Pythia, Nemea and Isthmea,” published in 1626 by   400 
	   Olivia Pauli Stephani in Geneva, 65x135mm, hardback, Greek and Latin text, an  
	   important early printed book, fine

 

10002	   Discus thrower statue with dish, 21.5cm tall, “Pompeian” bronze (copper plated   40 
	   zinc), some wear to plating

10003	   1870 2nd National Greek Olympic Games in Athens. Participation medal, 37mm, bronze,   500 
	   by Barre, showing bust of King George I on front and legend bordered by laurel  
	   wreath on reverse, incl. original box

 

10004	   1875 3rd National Greek Olympic Games in Athens. Participation medal, 37mm, bronze,   400 
	   by Barre, showing bust of King George I on front and legend bordered by laurel  
	   wreath on reverse, incl. original box

   Pierre De cOuBertin

10005	  12 1897 Le Havre Congress: IOC headed paper with written message and signature of   900 
	   PIERRE DE COUBERTIN, dated June 1897, fine

10006	 F	 12 1913 Olympic Congress in Lausanne: IOC printed card for the Congress written and   1’200 
	   signed by PIERRE DE COUBERTIN, sent from Lausanne 20.5.13 to France, very fine

   PrOOFS, eSSAyS, etc.

10007	 A	 12 FRANCE: Epreuve deluxe 30f two in different colours, plus four colour proofs, fine (6)   200 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10001
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10002
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10002
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10003
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10003
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10003
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10004
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10004
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10004
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10005
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10006
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10007
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OLYMPICS

   miScellAneOuS

 

10008	   Pierre de Coubertin 1937 memorial plaque, 51x88mm, gold plated, showing his portrait   200 
	   in relief with legend below, very fine

10009	   70th Birthday of Pierre de Coubertin medal, 50mm, bronze by Huguenin, showing bust   160 
	   almost facing on front, and “1932” above Olympic rings, French legend and motto on reverse

   1896 AthenS

10010	 L	  FORGERIES of the 1896 5D incl. proof, imperf. pair on piece, single on piece, one   200 
	   used and two mint, fine, ideal for specialist collection

   PrOOFS, eSSAyS, etc.

10011	 P	  5L Proof in lilac on carton paper, very fine  300

10012	 P	  5L Proof in orange-red on carton paper, very fine    300

 10013	 P	  5L Proof in grey-brown on carton paper, very fine  300

10008 10009

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following Credit Cards :

viSA, mAStercArD, eurOcArD and AmericAn eXPreSS

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10008
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10009
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10008
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10009
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10010
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10010
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10010
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10010
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10011
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10012
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10013
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10011
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10012
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10013


12

 
10005

 
10006

 
10007

 
10026ex  

10038

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10005
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10006
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10007
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10026
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10038
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unique Die Proofs of museum importance for the Stamps of the First modern Olympic Games

Date of Issue: April 6, 1896 - Engraver: E. Mouchon - Designer: Gillièron

 

10014	 P	 	 1 Lepton framed die proof in black on thin paper depicting “Wrestlers,” matted in  
	   grey, cert. Henri Trachtenberg

	   estimate: e 5’000 - e 8’000

10015	 P	  10 Lepta framed die proof in black on thin paper depicting “Discus-thrower,” matted    
	   in grey, cert. Henri Trachtenberg

	   estimate: e 5’000 - e 8’000
 

10016	 P	  20 Lepta unframed die proof in black on carton paper depicting vase of “Pallas    
	   Athene,” matted in grey, cert. Henri Trachtenberg

   estimate: e 8’000 - e 12’000

 

10017	 P	  20 Lepta Die Proof in brown on carton paper, small pin-hole at left otherwise fine  400

10014 10015 10016

Prices Realised
Available by logging onto our web site at: www.davidfeldman.com
Please contact us if you would like a copy, enclosing Euro 10 or equivalent for postage.

David Feldman SA – PHILATELISTS w AUCTIONEERS
175, route de Chancy, P.O.Box 81, 1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland

Tel. +41 (0)22 727 07 77, Fax +41 (0)22 727 07 78, E-mail: admin@davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10016
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10015
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10014
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10014
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10015
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10016
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10017
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10017
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OLYMPICS

 

10018	 P	  25 Lepta framed die proof in black on carton paper depicting “Chariot-driving,    
	   matted in grey, cert. Henri Trachtenberg 
	    
	   estimate: e 8’000 - e 12’000

10019	 P	  40 Lepta unframed die proof in black on thin paper depicting vase of “Pallas    
	   Athene,” matted in grey, cert. Henri Trachtenberg 
	    
	   estimate: e 8’000 - e 12’000

10020	 P	  60 Lepta unframed die proof in black on carton paper depicting “Chariot-driving,”    
	   matted in grey, cert. Henri Trachtenberg 
	    
	   estimate: e 8’000 - e 12’000

 

10021	 P	  1 Drachma framed die proof in black on ordinary paper depicting “Acropolis and    
	   Stadium,” matted in grey, cert. Henri Trachtenberg 
	    
	   estimate: e 3’000 - e 6’000

10022	 P	  1 Drachma framed die proof in black on ordinary paper depicting “Acropolis and    
	   Stadium,” matted in grey, some staining 
	    
	   estimate: e 2’000 - e 4’000

10018

10019

10020

10021 10022

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10018
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10019
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10020
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10018
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10019
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10020
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10021
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10022
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10021
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10022
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10023	 P	  10 Drachma framed die proof in black on thin paper depicting “Parthenon,” matted in grey,    
	   cert. Henri Trachtenberg 
	    
	   estimate: e 30’000 - e 60’000

	   An amazing holding of unique die proofs great beauty & extreme rarity, of museum  
   quality and importance

Additional images of items from larger lots may be available at 
www.davidfeldman.com

Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our web site

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10023
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10023
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   1896 AthenS (cOnt.)

   unuSeD StAmPS

 

10024	 C	  1L to 10D complete mint set of twelve, fresh & very fine  1’000

10025	 C	  1L Bistre, 2L rose, 60L black, 2L olive, 5L green (short corner) & 10L brown, mint, fresh & fine  200

10026	 C	F	  Mint selection on album page incl. 1L and 2L in gutter pairs, 1L interpanneau block   950 
	   of four and 2L interpanneau strip of four, two shades of the 1L and 2L, plus an  
	   envelope sent registered with strip of three 5L on front and four strips of five of  
	   the 2L (x2), 1L and 10L on reverse, fine

10027	 C	F	  1L to 10D complete mint set of twelve, plus 60L in light grey shade, also with two   600 
	   5L Hermes postal stationery cards, one uprated with 1896 5L, other with publicity on  
	   reverse for the stamps, fine

10028	 C	F	J	 www Study of the 1896 2L with the “missing engraver’s inscription” variety, with single,   200 
	   in pair, top marginal block of 10 and postcard with variety in vert. pair plus 1L  
	   and 5L, fine

10024ex 10025ex

Prices Realised
Available by logging onto our web site at: www.davidfeldman.com
Please contact us if you would like a copy, enclosing Euro 10 or equivalent for postage.

David Feldman SA w P.O.Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland w E-mail: admin@davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10025
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10024
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10024
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10025
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10026
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10027
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10027
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10027
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10027
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10028
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   1896 AthenS (cOnt.)

10029	 CC	J	  AN OUTSTANDING COMPLETE MINT NEVER HINGED SET IN BLOCKS OF FOUR  
 
	   1 Lepta to 10 Drachma complete set twelve in beautifully fresh mint never hinged  
	   blocks of four, some marginal or corner marginal, an important exhibition showpiece 
	    
   Only three complete sets in blocks are known, one of which is a highlight of the International 
   Olympic Committee collection 
 
	   estimate: e 30’000 - e 40’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=<FFFC>
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10029
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10029
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=<FFFC>
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10029
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10029
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   1896 AthenS (cOnt.)

10030	 L	 www FORGERIES: Reference selection of 1896 Olympic stamp forgeries, incl. 2L and 10L   340 
	   with genuine mint examples, cover with 5 values, postcard with 20L, 60L imperf block  
	   of four, etc., with blown-up photos, literature and info incl. Billig’s book of  
	   Greek forgeries

   uSeD StAmPS

10031	 H	  1896 1D and 10D with first day of issue cancels, “ATHENS 7 / 25 / MAPT / 1896,” the   650 
	   year date of the 1D is not obvious, very fine

10032	 F	H	 www Album page with eight used 1896 Olympics stamps (up to 2D) plus colour postcard with   400 
	   1L and 2L, each cancelled by nine differently numbered cancellations of Athens, fine and scarce

 

10033	 H	  1L to 10D complete used set of twelve, fresh & very fine  500

 

10034	 H	  1896 2D with first day of issue cancel, “ATHENS 3 / 25 / MAPT / 1896,” very fine  240

10035	 H	  1896 5D with central first day of issue cancel, “PIREUES / 25 / MAPT / 1896,” very fine  240

10036	 H	 www Mainly used selection (29) with interesting cancels, with first day of issue,   700 
	    Olympic dates, a maritime “PLEINE,” 10D with violet Athens cds, one with pre-perf.  
	    paper fold variety, etc., mostly fine

 

10037	 H	  1L to 5D small duplicated selection, many with clear cancels, plus some 1900   200 
	   surcharges, fine (24)

10031 10032ex

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10030
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=<FFFC>
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10031
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10031
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10031
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10032
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10033
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10033
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10034
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10035
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10034
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10035
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10036
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10037
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10037
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   1896 AthenS (cOnt.)

   StAmPS On cOver

10038	 F	 12 1896 (Mar 31) Envelope to England with 1896 1L block of four, 2L strip of three, two   1’500 
	   5L and one 10L, all tied by Athens 1 cds, arrival bs, minor soiling, sent on the day  
	   of the Cycling road race

10039	 F 20 1896 (May 14) Envelope (opened out for display) sent registered with 1896 1L (6),   300 
	   2L, 5L, 10L, 25L and 40L, franked on both sides, tied by Athens 3 cds, sent to the  
	   Netherlands with s’Gravenhage arrival bs, slightly reduced, attractive

10040	 F 20 1896 (Dec 2) Commercial cover sent at the unsealed printed matter rate, with 1L   200 
	   Small Hermes Head imperf. and pair of 1896 2L Olympics, tied by Athens 2 cds, sent  
	   to Germany, minor peripheral creasing, fine

10041	 F	 20 1898 (Mar) Envelope from Patras to Austria, franked on the reverse with 1896 Olympic   500 
	   2L block of ten, and 1L Small Hermes Head strip of 5, tied by Patras cds, Vienna  
	   arrival cds, very fine

10042	 F	 20 Printed newspaper wrapper with 1896 1L vertical strip of three and 2L, tied by   220 
	   Kerkyra (Corfu) cds, sent to Italy, very fine and attractive

10043	 F	 20 1897 (Dec 2) 10L Postal stationery card uprated with 1L Small Hermes head perf. and   150 
	   vert. pair of 1896 2L, tied by Athens 1 cds, sent to the Netherlands with  
	   s’Gravenhage arrival, fine

10044	 F	 20 25L Red, single franking tied on small neat envelope to Constantinople, fine  120

10045	  20 1896 (Oct 19) Envelope sent registered with 1896 25L Olympic pair, tied by Athens 3   300 
	   cds, with registered label and London transit below, New York bs, very fine

10046	 F	 20 1896 (Apr 2) Envelope sent registered to France with two 1896 25L tied by Athens 3   650 
	   cds, arrival cds adjacent, minor cover faults, also two 25L singles Apr 2 and Apr 3  
	   cds. April 2nd was the planned dated for prize distribution to the Olympic winners,  
	   though due to the bad weather, it was postponed to the 3rd.

10047	 F	 20 1896 (Dec 7) Envelope sent registered and endorsed “sample without value” in French,   280 
	   with 1896 25L and two 5L tied by Athens 3 cds, registered label below, Brussels bs,  
	   minor soiling

10048	 F	 20 1896 (Jul 15) 20L Postal stationery envelope sent registered to the Netherlands,   240 
	   uprated with 1896 40L Olympics, both cancelled by Athens 3 cds, registered label  
	   adjacent, arrival bs, minor soiling, fine

10049	 F	 20 1896 (Mar 25) Envelope with 1896 60L tied by Athens cds on the FIRST DAY OF ISSUE,   850 
	   sent to Cyprus, fine and scarce

10050	 F	 20 1896 (Mar 28) Envelope to France with 1896 60L tied by Syros cds, arrival bs, minor   500 
	   soiling, also fine 20L with Athens 1 cds of the same day

10051	 F	 20 1896 (Aug 16) Envelope sent registered to Poland with 1896 60L Olympics tied by   400 
	   Athens 3 cds, registered label below, two Cyrillic bs, very fine

10052	 F	 22 1896 (Mar 28) Envelope sent registered to France with 1896 Olympics 1L to 1D tied by   1’200 
	   Piraeus cds, arrival bs, vertical fold between stamps, fine and attractive

Auction Bids
The auction bidding steps are as follows:

	¤	 50	-	 100	 ¤	 5	 ¤	 500	 -	 1000	 ¤	 50		 ¤	 5000	 -	 10000	 ¤	 500
	¤	 100	-	 200	 ¤	 10	 ¤	 1000	 -	 2000	 ¤	 100	 ¤	 10000	 -	 20000	 ¤	 1000
	¤	 200	-	 500	 ¤	 20	 ¤	 2000	 -	 5000	 ¤	 200	 ¤	 20000	 -	 50000	 ¤	 2000
	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ¤			50000	 -	100000	 ¤	 5000

 Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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   1896 AthenS (cOnt.)

 

10053	 F	  1896 (Mar 25) Envelope with 18961L to 1D values tied by Athens cds on the FIRST DAY   2'000 
	   OF ISSUE, sent to Belgium, fine and scarce

10054	 F	 22 Envelope sent registered with 1896 1D Olympics tied by Athens 3 cds, registered   400 
	   label below, sent to the Netherlands with s’Gravenhage arrival bs, toned around the  
	   area of the stamp, rare franking

   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

10055	 H	 www Selection of 76 singles & pairs with array of mostly clear central town cancels,   300 
	   plus some maritime markings, etc., some faults, mixed to fine (76)

   1900 AthenS SurchArGeS

10056	 L	 www Study group of the 1900 overprinted issue, mostly forgeries, showing double ovpts,   400 
	    inverted, 40L misperf. block of four with and without ovpt, etc., ideal for the specialist

   BASic iSSueS

10057	 C	 www 5L on 1D four mint singles with minor varieties & 50L on 2D two mint singles, fine  100

   1900 PAriS

10058	  22 Share certificate for the Exhibition, fine  80

10059	 F	 www Small group of covers & cards incl. six stationery cards with Exhibition cancels all   600 
	    from different towns, plus two other postcards with Exhibition vignettes, plus cards  
	    with United States Postal Station duplex & covers with 3-line cachet in blue from  
	    the Ministry of Commerce, fine (10)

   memOrABiliA - PAPer

10060	  22 Collection of 70 stereoscopic slides of the Paris Exposition by Félix Potin, incl.   400 
	   one depicting the Gymnastics competition (this alone catalogued by Becker &  
	   Gallacher at $300-400), very fine

10061	  www Group of souvenir books and booklets from the Paris Exposition incl. visitor’s   100 
	   guide, fold-out map, three photographic books (two hardbound), and a form for  
	    confirmation of receipt of the Official Report, a useful group (6 pieces)

   POStcArDS

10062	 F	 22 SPECIAL CANCELS: Four used cards from the Exhibition with different Exhibition   400 
	   cancels incl. Iena, Suffren, Presse & Machine cancel with flag, plus unused card (5)
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   1904 St. lOuiS

   BASic iSSue

10063	 C	  Complete mint set of 5 values, fresh & fine (Scott $350)  150

   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

10064	 F	 22 MACHINE CANCELS: Six covers & cards all with World’s Fair machine cancels and   400 
	   numbered 1,3,4,5,6 & 7, card with cancel number 6 shows 1903 date in the cancel, the  
	   later cancels are without the date, a fine & scarce group (6)

   memOrABiliA - meDAlS & BADGeS

   winnerS meDAlS

 

10065	   Silver Prize Medal of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 66x66mm, bronze, showing   150 
	   two female figures (Columbia and Louisiana) bordered by legend on one side and eagle  
	   with spread wings above inscription on the other

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.

David Feldman SA – PHILATELISTS w AUCTIONEERS
175, route de Chancy, P.O.Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland

Tel. +41 (0)22 727 07 77, Fax +41 (0)22 727 07 78, E-mail: admin@davidfeldman.com
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OLYMPICS
   1906 AthenS

   PrOOFS, eSSAyS, etc.

 

10066	 P	  1906 5L die proof in green on thick carton paper  200

10067	 P	  1906 25L die proof in blue on thick carton paper, very fine  240

10068	 P	  1906 2D die proof in red on thick carton paper, very fine  340

   

   SeGG PrOOFS

 

10069	 P	J	  1L Purple, imperf. proof on carton paper, sheetlet of nine from printers sample   1’200 
	   books of Perkins Bacon with No. H2006, a few tone spots, fine & rare

10066 10067 10068
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   1906 AthenS (cOnt.)

 

10070	 P	J	  3L Violet, imperf. proof on carton paper, sheetlet of nine from printers sample   1’200 
	   books of Perkins Bacon with No. H2007, a few tone spots, fine & rare

 

10071	 P	J	  10L Brown, imperf. proof on carton paper, sheetlet of nine from printers sample   1’200 
	   books of Perkins Bacon with No. H2008, a few toned spots, fine & rare
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OLYMPICS
   1906 AthenS (cOnt.)

 

10072	 P	J	  25L Brown, imperf. proof on carton paper, sheetlet of six from printers sample books   1’600 
	   of Perkins Bacon with No. H2011, a few tone spots, fine & rare

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following Credit Cards :

viSA, mAStercArD, eurOcArD and AmericAn eXPreSS
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   1906 AthenS (cOnt.)

 

10073	 P	J	  50L Green, imperf. proof on carton paper, sheetlet of six from printers sample books   1’600 
	   of Perkins Bacon with No. H2012, a few tone spots, fine & rare

 

10074	 P	J	  2D Orange, imperf. proof on carton paper, sheetlet of six from printers sample books   1’600 
	   of Perkins Bacon with No. H2013, a few tone spots, fine & rare
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OLYMPICS
   1906 AthenS (cOnt.)

 

10075	 P	J	  5D Rose, imperf. proof on carton paper, sheetlet of six from printers sample books   1’600 
	   of Perkins Bacon with No. H2014, a few tone spots, fine & rare

   BASic iSSue

10076	  22 New Year card from the Head of the Post & Telegraphs Department, with nine printed   300 
	   designs of 1906 Olympic stamps in their original colours, some minor foxing, attractive  

 

10077	 CC	C	  1906 Olympics set of 14, mint og, 2D and 5D are mint nh, very fine  200

10078	 F	 22 Postcard depicting the Acropolis with 1906 2L and 3L tied by “ATHENS / OLYMPICS /   200 
	   ACROPOLIS” cds on the picture side, fine

10079	 C	DCE	 22 10L Red showing Victory on Amphora, imperforate ungummed irregular block of 22, some   1’200 
	 J	  staining but a scarce multiple (Vl.202a)

10080	 F	 22 Postcard with green Olympic vignette tied by “ATHENS / OLYMPIC / GAMES / ZAPPEION”   650 
	   12.04.06 cds, franked with 1906 10L tied by the same cds, sent to Malmo, Sweden,  
	   with arrival cds adjacent, some light foxing, also fine 10L and 20L singles with same cds

10081	 F	 22 Postcard with 1906 10L tied by “ATHENS / OLYMPIC / GAMES / ZAPPEION” 14.04.06 cds   400 
	   with blue Olympic vignette adjacent, sent by E. Steinmetz (female gymnast  
	   participant) to Denmark, very fine

10082	 F	 30 Olympic postcard with 1906 10L tied by “ATHENS / OLYMPIC / GAMES / ACROPOLIS”   300 
	   17.04.06 cds, with postcard depicting the opening ceremony (Pallis & Cotzias no.818), fine
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   1906 AthenS (cOnt.)

10083	 CC	J	 www 20L Lilac showing Atlas offering the Golden Apples of Hesperides to Hercules,   400 
	    complete mint sheet of 100, some perf seps & creasing, a fine & scarce sheet (Vl.203)

10084	 F	 30 Cover with 1906 Olympic series from 1L to 25L tied by “ATHENS / OLYMPICS / STADIUM”   600 
	   10.04.06 cds, sent to France, very fine and attractive

 

10085	 C	  1906 30L double print and misperf, also showing partial offset on reverse, mint og,   400 
	   very fine and unusal

10086	 F	 30 Maxi card with 30L block of four on coloured Olympic postcard, both showing the   400 
	   statue of the Greco-Roman wrestlers, stamps tied by Athens Aposton 2.5.06 cds, very fine 

10087	 F	 30 Envelope sent registered with 1906 1D tied by Patras 13.09.07 cds, sent to England   300 
	   with arrival bs, envelope torn at right otherwise, fine

10088	 CC	C	F	 30 Small attractive lot showing complete set mint, 20L blue imperf proof in pair, 5D   1’300 
 P  light brown proof on carton paper, five covers/cards with 50L single franking on  
	   registered cover to Belgium etc., two picture postcards of Gorgantas & Aliprantis  
	   being Gold medal winners, an interesting group

   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

10089	 F	 www ATHENS 17 April, 1906 cds tying Olympic 10L to Athens Olympic postcard, fine &   160 
	    scarce used during the Games

10090	 F	G	J	 30 STADION: Album page with “ATHENS / OLYMPIC / GAMES / STADION” cds on 3L (dated   950 
	   9.8.06, first day of the Games), 30L, 3D, 5D singles, 30L block of four, 20L on  
	   Olympic Committee cover, and Greco-Romans wrestling postcard with 1L pair and 3L,  
	   all different dates, fine and scarce group

   PuBlicity, ADvertiSinG, cOmmemOrAtive itemS, etc.

10091	  30 Participant’s ID card for G. Leontopoulos, 106x155mm, one side with Greek text,   1’000 
	   other with French, very fine and rare

 

10092	   Ticket for G. Leontopoulos, 140x110mm, green paper, very fine  500
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   1906 AthenS (cOnt.)

 

10093	   Ticket for G. Leontopoulos, 144x113mm, brown paper, very fine  500

10094	  30 Ticket for G. Leontopoulos, 140x110mm, white paper, 3 ripped off corners, vert. fold   300 
	   otherwise fine

10095	  30 Ticket for G. Leontopoulos, 140x110mm, beige paper, 1 ripped off corner, fine  300

10096	 F 32 Two coloured postcards, one unused showing a punch fighter, and one with 1906 5L   240 
	   tied by Athens 16.04.06 cds (no events on this day but there were Olympic  
	   festivities) depicting two wrestlers, fine and rare

   miScellAneOuS

 

10097	   Commemorative winner’s plaque, 49x70mm, silvered bronze by Vannier, showing Olympic   300 
	   winner in front of crowded Olympic stadium, reverse with Fame flying over tree, very  
	   fine and scarce

10098	   Commemorative winner’s plaque, 49x70mm, bronze by Vannier, showing Olympic winner in   200 
	   front of crowded Olympic stadium, reverse with Fame flying over tree, very fine and scarce

10099	  30 Mirror, circa 1930s, 87mm, with reverse depicting William Sherring of Canada who won   200 
	   Gold in the Marathon, standing with some trophies and legend, some corrosion to mirror
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   1908 lOnDOn

   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

10100	 F	 www Franco British Exhibition cds tying 1/2d on four Exhibition postcards &   200 
	  www Ballymaclinton cds tying 1/2d on two Exhibition postcards, all very fine strikes (6)

   PuBlicity, ADvertiSinG, cOmmemOrAtive itemS, etc.

10101	  32 “Olympic Games of London 1908 / IVth International Olympiad” booklet by the British   70 
	   Olympic Council, 8 pages, giving details about their plan for the upcoming Games,  
	   incl. a double spread illustration of the stadium, a little soiling to front cover  
	   and backed on card, scarce

10102	  32 Official Daily Programme of the third day (15th July 1908), minor cover faults, fine   220 
	   and scarce

   miScellAneOuS

 

10103	   Participation medal, 51mm, pewter, by B. MacKennal, showing Quadriga with triumphant   200 
	   winner on one side and winged figure of Pheme between legend on the other, presented  
	   to participants, some scratch marks on one side

   1912 StOckhOlm (mAy 5 tO July 22)

   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

10104	 F	 32 Pre-Games publicity cachet “JEUX OLYMPIQUES / STOCKHOLM 1912 / LE 29 JUIN - 22   600 
	   JUILLET” on envelope to New York, with Oscar 10ö pair tied by Umea cds, fine and scarce

10105	 F	 32 Official Ticket Sales Office printed envelope with 2 öre orange tied by Stockholm   300 
	   22.6.12 cds, sent locally, fine

10106	 F	  Postcard with 5ö green tied by 2.7.12 Stockholm Stadium cds, the day of the Football   800 
	   Semi-Finals, very fine

10107	 F	  Official Olympic postcard with 10ö red tied by Stockholm Stadium 14.7.12 cds, the   1’000 
	   day of the Marathon, etc., with postcard depicting E. Niklauder in the Shot Put,  
	   very fine and rare

10108	 F	 32 Official Organisation Committee printed envelope with 20 öre blue tied by   300 
	   Stockholm18.12.1912 cds, sent to IOC member Mr Roessler-Orovsky, fine
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10109	 DFE	 32 Official Organisation Committee printed envelope front (with English text), with   150 
	   20öre blue pair and 5öre tied by Stockholm cds, also affixed with Olympic poster  
	   vignette (German text), some foxing, scarce

10110	 F	 32 Special Roller Cancel: Last day of the athletic events, July 15, 1912 roller cancels   200 
	   on 5ö postal card to Amsterdam, fine

   viGnetteS

10111	 C	  Official Vignettes, complete set of 16 all in different languages, neatly hinged on   200 
	   display cards, very fine

10112	 F	 32 Official poster vignette (French text) tied to postcard by Olympic roller machine   150 
	   cancel with 10ö red, sent to Austria, fine

   iSSueS OF Other cOuntrieS

10113	 F	 32 Austrian National Olympic Committee printed envelope with 5H green tied by Vienna   150 
	   7.XI.17 machine cancel, sent locally in Vienna, fine

   memOrABiliA - PAPer

 

10114	   Official poster, 75x103cm, German text, showing men waving the flags of the   1’000 
	   different participating nations with orange border and legend below, backed on  
	   linen, some peripheral tears and marks, but overall a fine appearance

   OFFiciAl PrOGrAmS, rePOrtS & reSultS

10115	  32 Official Report, Swedish text, 177x242mm, cover faults, contents fine  160
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   POStcArDS

10116	 F	 www Gymnastics: Official Granberg postcards, 24 unused depicting Gymnastics events,   400 
	    showing the following serial numbers: 64, 66, 68, 73, 75, 79, 81, 84-87, 93, 95, 97,  
	    101, 118, 120, 133, 139, 154, 163, 173, 228, fine (24)

   miScellAneOuS

10117	  36 “V. Olympiaden i Hvar 8 Dag” illustrated magazines, issue nos. 41-44 (7th to 28th   340 
	   July), 211x285mm, Swedish text, containing many articles and photographs, good  
	   condition (4)

   memOrABiliA - metAl

   PlAqueS

10118	  36 Commemorative Stadium plaque, 250x170mm, cast bronze showing participant’s badge   200 
	   above the stadium with wisteria flowers on either side

   1912-16 triAlS / interveninG chAmPiOnShiPS

10119	 F 36 1912 Marathon Games in Prague, set of 6 postcards in the ancient Greek style showing   100 
	   different athletes and events, one used, fine and attractive

10120	  36 1914 20th Anniversary of the IOC: Programme sheet for the Event in Paris as well as   400 
	   an invitation card to the Sport and Arts Fesitval at the Palias du Trocadéro, very  
	   fine and rare

   1916 Berlin

   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

10121	 F	 36 Official stadium 5pf ps card with Stadium vignette tied by Charlottenburg 22.6.13   340 
	   machine cancel (date of the final football match in the stadium), fine

10122	 F	 36 Publicity postcard of sport magazine “Sankt Georg” for the 1916 Olympics, picture   150 
	   showing Hannoverian horse “Dohna” and Prince Friedrich Siegismund (bronze medal  
	   winner in Stockholm 1912), fine

   PuBlicity, ADvertiSinG, cOmmemOrAtive itemS, etc.

10123	  36 Letter and newsletter entitled “Olympiade 1916” by the German Half-Blood Horse   200 
	   Society (Reichsverband für Deutsches Halbblut), publicising and looking for support  
	   for the 1916 Games, newsletter a bit soiled, scarce publicity memorabilia

10124	  36 Swedish Olympic Committee fund raising letter for the 1916 Games, 221x292mm,   100 
	   highlighting the introduction of special collection boxes for sale at 12Kr, and  
	   metioning that those who do collect money will be put on a roll of honour, couple of  
	   peripheral small tears and creasing

   miScellAneOuS

10125	  36 1916 Dutch National Olympic Games, official programme for the Games, 141x220mm,   500 
	   showing Games poster design on cover, with detailed programme of events incl.  
	   pictures of events and the winner’s medal, winner’s goblet and diploma, very fine  
	   and rare

   1919 PerShinG GAmeS in PAriS

10126	  www Group of pictures of the Pershing Games on large sheets, 69 in total on 7 sheets,   200 
	    depicting views of the stadium, the teams, many different events, some foxing and  
	    minor damage, still a scarce view of the games

   1920 AntwerP

   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

10127	 F 38 Belgian Olympic Committee printed envelope, with 25c Liege Perron tied by 21.7.20   550 
	   Olympic advertising machine cancel, sent to the Czechoslovakian Olympic Committee,  
	   very fine and scarce

   memOrABiliA - PAPer

10128	  38 Official Rules and General Programme booklet for the Olympic Committees, 20 pages,   150 
	   incl. plan and photo of the stadium, horiz. fold otherwise fine and scarce
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   POStcArDS

10129	 F	 www Official Olympic Procession cards, complete set of 25 postcards, mostly unused, fine   500 
	    & scarce

   1920-28 triAlS / interveninG chAmPiOnShiPS

 

10130	   Deutsche Kampfspiele, Berlin 1922. Second Place Winner’s medal in the 1000m Run,   200 
	   69mm, bronze, showing a naked man holding a staff in between legend on front and  
	   engraved inscription on reverse, unevenly toned

 

10131	   1927 Olympic Trials and British Commonwealth Track and Field gold medal, showing   50 
	   legend at top with the Goddess of Victory in the centre, reverse with “Secretary /  
	   B.C.A.A.U / 1926-27” (possibly British Comm. Amateur Athletics Union) with 10k  
	   hallmark below, very fine and attractive

   1924 PAriS

   PrOOFS, eSSAyS, etc.

 

10132	 A	  25c “Laureated Athlete” blue, imperforated essay printed by E.Becker on stout wove   400 
	   bluish paper, unusual & rare, cert. Sismondo
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   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

10133	 F	 www CLIGNANCOURT 20 VI 1924: Slogan cancel tying Olympic 25c to postcard, sent during   150 
	    the games, very fine

10134	 F	 www LYON GARE: Slogan cancel tying pair of 15c Sower on postcard to Czechoslovakia  150

   iSSueS OF Other cOuntrieS

10135	 C	  LEBANON: Surcharged set of 4 mint, two values showing thin “G” variety, fresh & fine  150

10136	 F	 38 URUGUAY: 1924 Football Victory set with each value in top right corner marginal   350 
	   block of four on an envelope, showing printer’s marginal inscription, tied by the  
	   “Uruguay Football World Champions” 31.07.24 slogan cancel, envelopes folded at  
	   bottom, very minor soiling, fine and scarce

   memOrABiliA - meDAl & BADGeS

   PArticiPAtiOn meDAlS

 

10137	   Athlete’s participation badge, 33x42mm, shield-shaped brone with Olympic Rings above   300 
	   “CONCURRENT” and ship below, bordered by red enamel with legend, number 7803 on  
	   reverse, fine and scarce

   iOc PinS & meDAlS

 

10138	   Gold medal winner’s lapel pin, 15x18mm, by Bertoni, gold plated, numbered and   150 
	   contained in original black wallet, very fine

Please review our latest Conditions of Sale
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   nOc PinS & meDAlS

 

10139	   Americian Olympic Committee “APO” pin inscribed “CONTRIBUTING MEMBER”, fine & scarce  150

   memOrABiliA - PAPer

   OFFiciAl PrOGrAmS, rePOrtS & reSultS

10140	  38 Official Report, French text, 252x324mm, HB, 854pp, incl. the Chamonix Winter Games,   300 
	   spine is almost loose, otherwise fine

10141	  38 Official programme for Fencing, 16th July, coloured pencil markings on cover o/w fine  120

   ticketS & SeASOn PASSeS

10142	  38 Football ticket (used) for the Final between Switzerland and Uruguay (0-3) and the   150 
	   third place play-off on 9th June, some light creasing, fine

10143	  38 Football Press ticket (unused) for the Semi Final between Sweden and Switzerland   120 
	   (1-2) on 5th June, fine

10144	  38 Football ticket (used) for the Quarter-Final between Italy and Switzerland (1-2) on   80 
	   2nd June, some creasing, fine

   POStcArDS

10145	  www Official Papeghin postcards, 13 unused & 1 double depicting the Opening Ceremony, fine (14)  400

10146	  www Official DIX postcards, 3 unused depicting USA Pole Vault Team, Japanese Running   80 
	    Team & USA Swimming Team, fine (3)

10147ex
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10147	 F	  Outstanding assembly of 201 “AN” numbered picture postcards depicting all areas &   4’000 
	   events of the 1924 Paris Games, with many of the popular figures, teams, actions  
	   from many of the events including Nurmi winning the 1500m final & Abrahams winning  
	   the 100m etc., a truely wonderful lot, a superb basis for expansion & study (201)

10148	 F	 38 Art Deco, 10 different full chromolitho postcards by Floowy, unused, very fine  500

   memOrABiliA - clOth

10149	  38 Official Service arm band, 155x100mm, yellow cloth with black Olympic Rings above   240 
	   Games legend and “SERVICE,” fine and scarce

   1925 PrAGue

   PuBlicity, ADvertiSinG, cOmmemOrAtive itemS, etc.

10150	  38 Programme for the Teaching Congress (Congrès Pédagogique) at the 1925 Olympic   240 
	   Congress in Prague, 8 pages, French text, vertical filing fold, minor soiling, scarce

10151	 F	 42 Envelope sent registered with 1925 Olympic Congress set tied by special Congress   180 
	   6.6.25 cds, fine

   1924-28 triAlS / interveninG chAmPiOnShiPS

10152	  42 1925 First International Workers’ Olympiad. Diploma awarded for first place in the   150 
	   long jump, showing naked male and female holding torchers, in wooden frame, very fine

10153	  42 1927 Second Czech Workers’ Olympiad in Prague. Large cast iron plaque in black   100 
	   wooden frame, 297x420mm., showing worker swinging a hammer in front of a factory,  
	   with legend below, fine

   1928 AmSterDAm

   BASic iSSue

10154	 F	 42 Complete set neatly tied on registered first day cover, very fine & scarce  600

10155	 F	 42 Large envelope with the 1928 Olympics set in pairs tied by Amsterdam 6.9.28 cds, sent  340 
	   registered to the Olympic Publicity Commission in Lausanne, vert. fold clear of stamps, fine

10156	 G	 42 Complete set tied by special pentagonal star cancel on large ornate Esperanto sheet,   80 
	   undated cancel and much scarcer as such, fine

   OFFiciAl POStAl StAtiOnery PrinteD By huyGenS

10157	 F	 42 3c postcard Series F1 (FOOTBALL) unused, some tone spot, fine & scarce  500

10158	 F	 42 3c unused postal stationery card, with Swimming insert and boxed De Regentes, very fine   150

10159	 F	 42 5c “Swimming” postcard in black, type C4a, sent to Kloetinge, uprated with 1928 2c   340 
	   Olympic stamp tied by Voorburg cds, paying the correct rate, fine and scarce usage

10160	 F	 42 5c unused postcard, very fine & scarce (Huygens B.1-1000)  150

10161	 F	 42 5c unused postcard, very fine & scarce (Huygens A.6001-7000)  150

10162	 F	 42 5c unused postcard, very fine & scarce (Huygens A.1-1001-2000)  120

10163	 F	 42 5c unused postcard, very fine & scarce (Huygens A.1-1000)  120

10164	 P	 42 5c unused postcard in green without “hand & number”, very fine & the rarest of all   700 
	   the Huygens stationeries

10165	 P	 42 5c unused proof postcard in black Series D1, very fine & rare (Huygens A.1-1001-2000)  600

10166	 P	 42 5c unused postcard proof in black, type B13 inscribed “PROEFMODEL” at top, very fine   500 
	   and scarce

10167	 P	 42 5c unused postcard proof in green, type B1, fine and scarce  300

10168	 F	 44 7 1/2c unused postcard in brown, type A4, very fine and scarce  700

10169	  44 BOEKHAVEN: Five used Olympic cards depicting Egyptian theatrical performance by   300 
	   students on the 28.7.1928, unusual & rare (5)
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10170	  44 Official Dutch Olympic committee unused printed envelope & letterhead paper, very fine   120

   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

10171	 F	 www MACHINE CANCEL: 2c orange change of address postal card with Olympic franking tied   100 
	    by Olympic cancel used on May 23, 1928 during the Games, unusual

10172	 F	 44 SPECIAL CANCEL: Complete Olympic set tied by N2 Special Olympic cancel on cover to   200 
	   Rotterdam, dated June 9, 1928 being the date of the Football third place final  
	   between Italy & Egypt with the score at 11 to 3 in favour of Italy

10173	 F	 44 SPECIAL CANCEL: Complete Olympic set tied by N1 Special Olympic cancel on registered   400 
	   cover to Hoorn, bearing scarce hand written registered label “Amsterdam Stadion”,  
	   dated June 13, 1928, being the date of the Football final match between Uruguay &  
	   Argentina

10174	 F	 44 Envelope sent registered with “AMSTERDAM / STADION” registered label, franked with   320 
	   complete 1928 set tied by special pentagonal Olympic 2.8.28 ds, date of the  
	   athletics finals, sent to the Dutch Indies, minor soiling, fine

10175	 F	 www SPECIAL CANCEL: Olympic franking tied by N1 Special Olympic cancel, on official   100 
	    postcard, dated August 3, 1928, being the date of the men’s 5000m final won by Nurmi

10176	 F	 44 SPECIAL CANCEL: Olympic franking tied by N2 Special Olympic cancel, on Offical   100 
	   postcard of the Stadium, dated August 9, 1928 being the date of the 800m women’s  
	   final & men’s final of the 1500m & triple jump

   viGnetteS

10177	 F	 44 Finnish fund-raising vignette neatly tied on postcard with additional Finnish 1m   120 
	   franking, fine & scarce usage of the vignette

   iSSueS OF Other cOuntrieS

10178	 F	 44 “Cross Channel Swimming Club / Olympic Games, 1928” advertising envelope, with KGV   200 
	   1/2d tied by London cds, incl. 16 page “Olympic Games 1928” booklet produced by the  
	   club, envelope slightly soiled, unsual

   memOrABiliA - meDAl & BADGeS

   PArticiPAtiOn meDAlS

 

10179	   Athlete’s participation badge, 30x36mm, bronze with coloured enamel, showing Games   200 
	   legend aboved Olympic Rings and “CONCURRENT,” very fine

   BADGeS

 

10180	   Czech Fencing team pin badge, 36x18mm, bronze with coloured enamel showing “1928”   50 
	   above Olympic colured rings, sword and laurel branch with “ IX / OLYMPIADA” below,  
	   made by K. S. Voboda of Prague, fine and attractive
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   miScellAneOuS

   ticketS & SeASOn PASSeS

10181	  44 Football ticket, used, fine  100

10182	  44 Opening Ceremony ticket, used, very fine  100

10183	  44 Ticket to the Olympic Art Exhibition at the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam, used,   100 
	   plus paper notice about proof of entry, very fine

10184	  44 Gymnastics ticket, used, vert. fold, fine  90

10185	  44 Field Hockey ticket, used, fine  80

10186	  44 Greco-Roman Wrestling ticket, unused, creases, fine  70

   miScellAneOuS

10187	   Share Certificate from 1925 for 100f, numbered “5,” very fine, mounted on album page  80

   memOrABiliA - metAl

   miScellAneOuS

 

10188	   Rowing commemorative plate, 285x285mm, octagonal, embossed brass, showing 4-oared   120 
	   shell with Coxswain, raised edge with lauel branches and legend, couple of dents

   memOrABiliA - POrcelAin, cerAmicS & GlASS

   miScellAneOuS

 

10189	   Gouda ware handpainted plate, 255mm, maker’s mark underneath, showing Amsterdam coat   300 
	   of arms between laurel branches and surrounded by Olympic legend
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   1928 St. mOritz

10190	  46 Official Programme, no.4, 14th February, very fine  150 

10191	   Swiss fund raising badge, 22mm, silvered by Huguenin, button hole fixing, with   80 
	   “OLYMPIAD 1928 / AMSTERDAM ST. MORTIZ” bordering coloured Olympic Rings, very fine

10192	  www White linen handkerchief, 256x265mm with a lavender embroidered border and text with   55 
	  www “IX. OLYMPIADE 1928 / ST.MORITZ - AMSTERDAM” surrounding the Olympic rings in one  
	  www corner

10193	 C	J	 46 Official vignette in four languages in complete unused sheet of 24 showing six of   500 
	   each language, fine & extremely rare showpiece (Du Bois No.1-4)

10194	 F	 46 Swiss Olympic Organising Committee printed envelope, with 10c and 20c William Tell   800 
	   stamps tied by Moritz 14.11.27 cds, sent to Germany, vertical fold, very scarce

   1928-32 triAlS / interveninG chAmPiOnShiPS

 

10195	   Group of memorabilia belonging to rower Harry Fry, bronze medallist in the coxed   500 
	   eights in 1932, incl. 1930 British Empire Games Competitors pin badge with yellow  
	   ribbon and participation medal in original box (he was a bronze medallist in the  
	   eights), 1935 Canadian Assoc. of Amatuer Oarsmen gold medal, Mohawk Aquatic  
	   Association bronze medal, Eastern Rowing Assoc. silver medal, 1936 Berlin Games ID  
	   card, 1980 certificates from the Candian Amat. Rowing Assoc for his medals in 1930 &  
	   1932, and 5 black and white photos depicting him
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10196	  46 1930 Second Central-American Games in Havana. Official report (presentation copy),   200 
	   229x300mm, 174 pages, Spanish text, with leather cover with gilt inscription,  
	   containing results and many images from the Games, a little cover wear, very fine

 

10197	   Deutsche Kampfspiele, Breslau 1930. Bronze Winner’s medal, 90mm, made by Gosen,   180 
	   showing athletes in different events on one side and coat of arms with “DER  
	   SIEGREICHEN MANNSCHAFT” on the other

 

10198	   1930 Deutsche Kampfspiele in Breslau. Second place medal, 90mm, silvered, showing   150 
	   eagle surrounded by athletes in different events on one side, other with legend and  
	   coat of arms, incl. original case, very fine

   1930 OlymPic cOnGreSS Berlin

10199	  46 “Olympic Games Charter, IOC statutes, Regulations and Protocols of the celebration   80 
	   of the Modern Olympics, General Rules applicable to the Olympic Games, Rules of the  
	   Olympic Congress,” 63 pages with French, English, Spanish and German text, presumed  
	   issued in 1930 before the start of the Congress, printed in Berlin, cover faults,  
	   interesting content and rare

10200	 F	 46 1930 Berlin Olympic Congress printed card with 5pf green tied by special Congress   1’800 
	   30.5.30 cds, sent within Berlin, couple of light foxing spots, fine and rare

10201	  46 1931 IOC Session in Barcelona. Unused postcard with “COMITE INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIQUE   400 
	   / BARCELONE” and Olympic Ring logo, very fine and rare

Please review our latest Conditions of Sale
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   1932 lOS AnGeleS

   viGnetteS

10202	 F	  Danish Olympic vignette tied by San Francisco duplex together with US 15c air on   240 
	   airmail cover to Copenhagen, same vignette also on reverse

   memOrABiliA - meDAl & BADGeS

   BADGeS

10203	  46 Finnish Fund Raising stick-pins, 22x17mm, gold plated with blue enamel, gold plated   180 
	   with white enamel, silvered with blue enamel (2) and bronze, showing “1932 / Los Angeles” (5)

   miScellAneOuS

10204	  46 Souvenir medal, 38mm, gold plated, showing legend with Olympic rings and a bear on   160 
	   one side and “U.S. BATTLE FLEET” with an image of several ships on the other,  
	   tarnished

   memOrABiliA - PAPer

10205	  50 Official invitation from the Los Angeles Olympic Committee to Great Britain to   500 
	   participate in the 1932 Games, 224x277mm, with Games logo at top, addressee in  
	   ornate handwriting by Martin Jackson (from his estate; he was the official writer),  
	   dated Feb 1st 1930, not sent (evidently a handwriting trial), incl. large envelope  
	   with Games logo and legend, plus one plain, rare

10206	  50 Official entry form (unused) for the Curling demonstration event, 217x355mm, 3 pages   100 
	   (one original, one duplicate and one triplicate), very fine

10207	  50 Official entry form (unused) for the Women’s Speed Skating demonstration events,   100 
	   217x355mm, 3 pages (one original, one duplicate and one triplicate), very fine

   OFFiciAl PrOGrAmS, rePOrtS & reSultS

10208	  50 Official Programmes, complete run of day programmes from 30th July to 14th Aug, as   400 
	   well as 14th Aug. with corrected date on cover, Rowing 13th Aug and one with corner  
	   missing, Boxing 9th Aug., American Football 8th Aug., Wrestling 5th Aug., Wrestling  
	   and Cycling 2nd and 3rd Aug., the majority in good condition (24)

10209	  50 Invitation to take part in the competitions and celebrations at the 1932 Games, from   300 
	   the American Organising Committee on headed paper, horizontal fold, fine

   PhOtOGrAPhS

10210	  50 Set of stereoscopic slides of the 1932 Games (36) by Philip Brigandi, 175x88mm,   400 
	   numbered on the reverse 1-36, fine and scarce

   miScellAneOuS

10211	 F	 50 Dried flower souvenir envelope, “California Everlasting Flowers,” unusual  100

   memOrABiliA - metAl

   PlAqueS

10212	  50 Commemorative plaque, bronze, showing legend above US shield with Olympic rings and   100 
	   motto, with a quote below and Olympic related images on the left hand side, 4  
	   mounting holes

10213	  50 Metal car plaque showing discuss thrower, unusual  100

   SPOOnS

10214	  50 Commemorative spoon, 150mm, silver plated, showing aerial view of the stadium and   100 
	   “Xth OLYMPIAD” along stem

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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   1932-36 triAlS / interveninG chAmPiOnShiPS

 

10215	   Deutsche Kampfspiele, Nuremburg 1934. Silver Winner’s medal, 90mm, silver plated   160 
	   copper/bronze, showing large eagle with swastika above Nuremberg stadium with  
	   marching athletes on front and city shields surrounded by sporting events on reverse, toned 

 

10216	   Japanese Skating Team pin badge, 22x16mm, showing Japanese flag on a skate above   300 
	   coloured Olympic rings, with “O.S.M.K. / 1935” on reverse, white enamel a little  
	   discoloured otherwise fine

10217	  50 Belgium 7th International Congress of Physical Education in Brussels, 1935, 73mm, in   200 
	   bronze by Witterwulche, showing nude male with sun rising in background on front and  
	   legend on reverse

10218	   K.T.V. Sports Meet, 10 May 1936, Wittenberg, First Prize Winner’s Plaque for 3000m,   180 
	   85x54mm, bronze, showing high-relief bust of Hitler above legend on the front and  
	   inscription on reverse; “1. Sieger / 3000m Einladung / (Olympia-Kernmannsch. /  
	   Hindernissl. 1500m),” which mentions that part of the Olympic Steeplechase team took  
	   part at this earlier meet.
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   1936 Berlin

   PrOOFS, eSSAyS, etc.

 

10219	   25+15 pfg. Rowing, photographic essay in black, mock up mounted on perforated   3’000 
	   background & affixed to light grey official card with the embossed seal  
	   “Reichsdruckerei Direction” & green boxed control handstamp with manuscript  
	   numbering & date, very fine & extremely rare, possibly unique, ex Jonker

The currency for this auction is the Euro
La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro
Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist Euro
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10220	 A	  30+15 pfg. Gymnastics, photographic essay in black, mock up mounted on perforated   3’000 
	   background & affixed to light grey official card with the embossed seal  
	   “Reichsdruckerei Direction” & green boxed control handstamp with manuscript  
	   numbering & date, very fine & extremely rare, possibly unique, ex. Jonker

   BASic iSSue

10221	  54 Deutsche Reichsport stamp album, complete from 1933 to 1940 with mint sets, incl.   400 
	   Zeppelin Chicago flight, some foxing to pages (a few stamps affected), with red  
	   album cover showing gold coloured eagle and swastika logo

10222	 F	 54 1936 (May 8) Envelope with Summer Games set of 8 sent the day before the official   300 
	   issue date, tied by “HALLE (SAALE)” cds, very fine

10223	 F	 54 1936 (May 9) Complete set tied on registered express cover used on the first day of   340 
	   issue, very fine

10224	 F	 54 1936 (Jul 31) Two envelopes with two 3+2pf Olympic Gymnastics stamps along with   100 
	   large matching vignette of the stamp adjacent, one env. with green and the other  
	   with brown vignette, all tied by “PIRNA 1” cds, with Nachgebühr hs adjacent, Dresden  
	   bs, very fine

10225	 F	 54 1936 (Aug 1) Two Zeppelin Olympic Flight covers, one with violet cachet and 1934 5,   100 
	   10, 15, 20 & 50pf airmails, other with the scarcer brick-red cachet and 1934 25pf &  
	   1936 75pf airmails, fine
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   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

 

10226	   Official advertising handstamp, coppered lead, 96x32mm, mounted on wood block 19mm   300 
	   high, showing Brandenburg Gate logo, 10-line legend and Olympic rings, scarce

   viGnetteS

10227	 F	 54 1936 Printed airmail cover from El Salvador to Germany, showing Olympic vignette   150 
	   imprinted in red in the spanish language on the ebvelope, unusual & scarce

10228	 CC	C	J	 54 Argentinian Olympic Committee 10c vignette in an amazing block of 25, which would   600 
	   have been used to make up booklets, some stains & defects, an extremely rare  
	   multiple (Du Bois No. 27)

10229	 F	 54 Official vignette neatly tied on envelope from India with 9 pice franking, paying   120 
	   the book post rate, unusual & scarce usage of the vignette

   memOrABiliA - meDAlS & BADGeS
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10230	   The Unique Official Badge Album   
	    
	   This was apparently produced in connection with the Ticket Albums (offered as lot 10330).  
   Presumably, the Badge album was too expensive to produce & to give to each ticket office,  
   unlike the Ticket Album, hence, the importance of the offer of this one of a kind Olympic showpiece,  
	   described below: 
	    
	   Size: 440mm wide x 318mm high x 72mm thick 
	    
	   Fasteners: - left end: two large bolts through the covers spines and pages 
	    - right end: brass clasp part pinned to both sides of both covers 
	    
	   Cover Text: Large gold lettering on outside front cover only: “OLYMPIA 1936” and Olympic rings 
	    
	   Enclosed sheets: The album includes eight very thick and hard sheets, six showing  
	   additional thick spacers affixed along the left and right edges on the reverse, the  
	   last two pages have no spacers. The following is a brief descrition of the contents  
	   on each sheet. 
	    
	   Sheet 1: Nothing on the obverse and, on reverse, an emply pouch affixed 
	    
	   Sheet 2: On obverse, six badges as follows: Two JOK Badges, 41x43mm, gold by Lauer,  
	   with long white ribbon one blank & one with inscription “Ehren-richter” and short,  
	   striped ribbon in Olympic colours. One National Olympic Committee Badges, 41x43mm,  
	   gold by Lauer, with long blue ribbon with inscription “Nationales Komitee” and  
	   short, striped ribbon in Olympic colours. Two National Olympic Committee Badges,  
	   41x43mm, silvered by Lauer, with long blue ribbon with inscriptions “Nationales  
	   Komitee” & “Chef de Mission” and short, striped ribbon in Olympic colours. One JV  
	   Badge, 41x43mm, gold by Lauer, with long orange ribbon with inscription “Inter.Verband”   
	    
	   Sheet 3: On obverse, six badges as follows: Two OK Badges, 41x43mm, gold & silver by  
	   Lauer, with long grey ribbon both with inscription “Organisations-Komitee” and  
	   short, striped ribbon in Olympic colours. One Attaché Badge, 41x43mm, silver by  
	   Lauer, with long blue ribbon with inscription “Attaché” and short, striped ribbon in  
	   Olympic colours. Three JV, Richter & numbered 71 Badges, 41x43mm, one silver & two  
	   bronze by Lauer, with long orange ribbons with different inscriptions “Intern.  
	   Verband”, “Leicht-athletik” & Leicht-athletik/Mannschafts-Fügrer” and short, striped  
	   ribbon in Olympic colours. One JV Badge, 41x43mm, gold by Lauer, with long orange  
	   ribbon with inscription “Inter.Verband”  
	    
	   Sheet 4: On obverse, five badges as follows: Five Badges, Presse, Film, Foto,  
	   Rundfunk & numbered 7758 41x43mm, all gold by Lauer, with array of different colour  
	   ribbons, plus additional ribbon in Olympic colours 
	    
	   Sheet 5: On obverse, six badges as follows: each 42x46mm two in copper & four in  
	   silver, by Lauer, inscribed “O.K.”, “OBERLEITUNG”, “OLYMPISCHES DORF”, “ARZT” &  
	   “FAHRDIENST” and suspended from an array of different coloured ribbons and bar with  
	   pin inscribed “STAB”, “Dr.DIEM”, “LEICHTATHLETIK” & “KRAFTFAHRSTAB” 
	    
	   Sheet 6: Four Official Management badges, 68mm, in dark blue, red, mustard & grey,  
	   all made from bakelite with silver inlay showing Olympic rings above Brandenburg  
	   Gate and each with different clip-on numbers 
	    
	   Sheet 7: Five Demonstration Teams’ Participant’s badges, 26mm, silvered with salmon,  
	   green, blue yellow & red rosette, showing Olympic rings above Brandenburg Gate 
	    
	   Sheet 8: Twenty-one different colour ribbons each with inscriptions of twenty-one  
	   different sports 
	    
	   Truly a wonderful exhibition collection 
	    
	   estimate: e 30’000 - e 50’000
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   winnerS’ meDAlS

10231	  54 German Gold Medal Winner’s pin badge, 24x21mm, gold plated silver, showing eagle   400 
	   with swastika removed surrounded by wreath and Olympic rings, a little wear to gold plating 

   PArticiPAtiOn meDAlS

10232	  54 Cycling Judge’s badge, 41x43mm, silver plated, numbered 963 on reverse, inscribed   1’000 
	   “RICHTER,” and blue ribbon with “Rad - / rennen,” silver a little toned, fine

10233	  54 Olympic Village Staff badge, 41x43mm, silvered bronze/copper by Lauer, suspended   800 
	   from grey ribbon and inscribed bar with pin

10234	  54 Official Olympic Cycling Tour to the Olympic Games Participation medal, 71mm, cast   200 
	   bronze by Placzek, showing Olympic bell with inscription on one side and  
	   “RAD-STERN-FAHRT” above radiant Olympic rings on the other

10235	  54 Broadcaster Staff badge, 41x43mm, bronze by Lauer, missing ribbon and toned  160

 

10236	   National Olympic Committee’s President’s badge, 41x43mm, gold plated by Lauer,   1’000 
	   inscribed “N.O.K.” on badge with Olympic coloured ribbon in front of dark blue  
	   ribbon inscribed “Nationales Komitee.” Pin has been replaced by a chain, incl.  
	   presentation case
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10237	   “Chef de Mission” badge, silver plated by Lauer, numbered, inscribed “N.O.K.” on   800 
	   badge, with multicoloured ribbon in front of blue ribbon inscribed “Chef / de  
	   Mission,” silver a little toned.

10238	  54 Cycling Team Leader’s badge, 41x43mm, bronze by Lauer, numbered, inscription on blue   1’000 
	   ribbon incl. “Mannschafts / furher,” very good condition

10239	  62 Canoeing Participant’s badge, 41x45mm, bronze by Lauer, numbered, inscription on   800 
	   dark brown ribbon, very good condition

10240	  62 Cycling Participant’s badge, 42x45mm, bronze by Lauer, numbered, inscription on blue   800 
	   ribbon, very good condition

10241	  62 Equestrian Participant’s badge, 42x46mm, bronze by Lauer, numbered, inscription on   800 
	   purple ribbon, good condition

10242	  62 Football Team Leader’s badge, 41x43mm, bronze by Lauer, numbered, inscription on   800 
	   purple ribbon incl. “Mannschafts / furher,” bronze is toned

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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10243	   Gymnastics Judge’s badge, 41x43mm, silver plated by Lauer, numbered 1704, inscribed   1’000 
	   “RICHTER” with yellow ribbon, very fine

10244	  62 Gliding Participant’s badge, 41x43mm, bronze by Lauer, numbered, inscription on   800 
	   orange ribbon, very good condition

10245	  62 Gymnastics Participant’s badge, 41x43mm, bronze by Lauer, numbered, with original   800 
	   pink ribbon inscribed “TURNEN”, with “Mannschafts / furher” added later

10246	  62 Horse Riding Judge’s badge, 41x43mm, silver plated by Lauer, numbered on reverse,   1’000 
	   inscribed “RICHTER” on badge with dark purple ribbon inscribed “Reiten” in black,  
	   silver a little toned in places

10247	  62 Polo Team Leader’s badge, 41x43mm, bronze by Lauer, numbered, inscription on brown   1’000 
	   ribbon incl. “Mannschafts / furher,” very good condition

10248	  62 Pentathlon Head of Staff badge, 41x43mm, silver plated by Lauer, suspended from red   800 
	   ribbon and inscribed bar with pin

10249	  62 Pentathlon Participant’s badge, 41x45mm, bronze by Lauer, numbered, inscription on   800 
	   dark red ribbon, good condition

10250	  62 Rowing Participant’s badge, 41x43mm, bronze by Lauer, numbered, inscription on light   600 
	   blue ribbon, very good condition

10251	  62 Rowing Participant’s badge, 41x43mm, bronze by Lauer, numbered, inscription on grey   300 
	   ribbon (soiled), once belonging to Hans-Joachim Hannemann, Gold medal winner in the  
	   Men’s Eights

10252	  62 Swimming Judge’s badge, 41x43mm, silver plated by Lauer, numbered, inscribed   800 
	   “RICHTER” with dark blue ribbon, silver is toned and ribbon a bit soiled

10253	  62 Swimming Team Leader’s badge, 41x43mm, bronze/copper by Lauer, numbered, inscription   800 
	   on blue ribbon incl. “Mannschafts / furher,” which is a little faded

10254	  62 Weight Lifting Team Leader’s badge, 41x43mm, bronze by Lauer, numbered, inscription   1’000 
	   on beige ribbon incl. “Mannschafts / furher,” very good condition

10255	  62 Wrestling Participant’s badge, 41x43mm, bronze by Lauer, numbered, inscription on   800 
	   yellow ribbon, very good condition
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   cOmmemOrAtive meDAlS

 

10256	   Official Commemorative Medal, 37mm, silver plated, by Roth, showing a lady holding a   160 
	   wreath and a branch bordered by an inscription on one side and the Olympic bell with  
	   Olympics legend, inscribed “BAYER. HAUPTMUNZAMT SILBER 900 f” on edge, incl.   
	   original box with gold printed rings and date on top, silver is toned

   iOc PinS & meDAlS

 

10257	   City of Berlin Medal given to the members of the IOC and team leaders, 95mm, bronze,   320 
	   showing Berlin coat of arms in high-relief bordered by legend on front and  
	   Brandenburg gate with further inscription on reverse.

10258	  62 Starting Judge’s Badge, 48mm, silver plated with off-white centre and blue outer   180 
	   circle, unapproved Swastika version

   nOc PinS & meDAlS

 

10259	   Bulgarian Silver Participant’s badge, 34x36mm, silver plated and enamelled, showing   140 
	   coat of arms bordered by wreath and Olympic rings, with screw back.

 

10260	   Czech Olympic Committee Pin Badge, 31mm, silvered with red, white and blue enamel,   180 
	   showing a lion with crest bordered by legend, incl. original presentation box.
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10261	   National Olympic Committee badge, 41x43mm, silvered by Lauer, with long blue ribbon   900 
	   and short ribbon in Olympic colours

 

10262	   Badge, 38x34mm, gold plated bronze, with Olympic rings above Games legend, with dark   300 
	   blue silk ribbon showing the Olympic bell with label of Berlin manufacturer on back,  
	   screw disk closure, said to have come from a Japanese official, attractive and rare

 

10263	   German Canoeing Federation pin badge for the First Olympic Canoeing Regatta in   240 
	   Berlin 1936, 23mm, silvered with red and black enamel, showing sailing flag with  
	   “DKV” bordered by legend, some silver is worn

10264	  62 German Weightlifting Team stick-pin, 14x15mm, multicoloured enamel showing eagle   220 
	   holding weights between “D.A.S.V.” and “1891” with Olympic rings below

10265	   Encampment of the German “Fachämter” participation badge, 36mm, silvered centre   120 
	   showing Olympic Rings above the Brandenburg Gate, surrounded by yellow rosette  
	   (indicating the second week of the camp), very fine

10261 10262

10263 10265
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10266	   Hungarian Olympic Committee pin badge, 30x58mm, enamelled bronze showing Hungarian   150 
	   flag above “MAGYAR / OLYMPIAI / TARSASAG” and Olympic Rings, very fine

 

10267	   Italian National Olympic Committee medal, 1936, 49mm, in bronze showing high-relief   300 
	   bust of Mussolini on front and reverse showing athlete and winged male with fasces  
	   both saluting, incl. presentation box

 

10268	   Italian Swimming Federation Judge’s badge, 20x11mm, silvered with coloured enamel   150 
	   showing “U.G.A” (Ufficiale Guidice Arbitrar) above Olympic Rings with fasces and  
	   “F.I.N” at left, button hole fixing, very fine

 

10269	   Italian Swimming Federation participant badge, 20x11mm, bronze with coloured enamel   150 
	   showing Italian flag with Olympic Rings, and fasces with “FIN” at left, button hole  
	   fixing, very fine

10270	  62 Netherlands Olympic Committee Gold Sports Merit Badge, 18x20mm, gilt and blue enamel   90 
	   incl. yellow and blue ribbon with safety pin at top, as issued.

10271	  62 Netherlands Olympic Committee Gold Sports Merit Pin with button hole closure,   90 
	   18x20mm, gilt with blue, white and green enamel, with laurel branches at the sides.

10272	  62 Netherlands Medal, 26mm, gold plated silver, with “OLYMPIA” on front and engraved   90 
	   “OLYMPIA-BAAN / 13.4.’36,” with red and white striped ribbon (soiled).
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10273	  62 Netherlands Olympic Committee Silver Sports Merit Medal, 83x34mm, silvered with blue   80 
	   enamel incl. blue and yellow striped ribbon, made by Beeger.

10274	  62 Netherlands Olympic Committee Silver Sports Merit Pin with button hole closure,   70 
	   18x20mm, silvered with blue enamel, made by Beeger.

10275	  62 Netherlands Olympic Committee Gold Sports Merit Pin with stick-pin fixing, 18x20mm,   90 
	   gilt with blue, white and green enamel, with laurel branches at the sides.

10276	  62 Swedish Press “Idrotts-bladet” stick-pin, 33x27mm, goldplated with enamel, showing   100 
	   national flag with “IB” in wreath and “BERLIN 1936.”

10277	  62 Swedish Canoeing Team stick-pin, 21x29mm, silvered with enamel, showing Swedish   80 
	   sailing flag bordered by inscription with coloured Olympic rings below, toned

10278	  62 Swedish Boxing Team pin, 23x18mm, silver-coloured with blue enamel  40

 

10279	   USA Olympic stick-pin badge, 25x14mm, gold plated with enamel showing the USA flag   200 
	   and Olympic flag crossing with “1936” in between, very small chip at top right, fine

   BADGeS

10280	  62 Olympic Bell on Amber Pin Badge, 40x27mm, made by Staatlichen Bernstein-Manufaktur   160 
	   (identified by string tag), bell in silver plastic.

10281	  62 Embroidered Silk Badge, 195x35mm, showing the Olympic rings above Brandenburg Gate   220 
	   and legend.

 

10282	   Olympic Bell on Heart-shaped Amber Clip, 45x33mm, with Olympic games inscription  180

Additional images of items from larger lots may be available 
at www.davidfeldman.com
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10283	   Olympic Bell-shaped Amber Badge with hanger, 42x29mm, showing coloured Olympic rings.  180

10284	  70 Embroidered Iron Pin Badge, 53x41mm, oval, showing the Olympic rings and bell, some   180 
	   discolouration to surround.

10285	  70 German Olympic Equestrian Committee Donation pin, 42mm, bronze with coloured enamel,   160 
	   showing horse and rider jumping over Olympic rings

 

10286	   Olympia Reisen Berlin Pin Badge, 24mm, painted iron in blue and white showing   160 
	   Brandenburg Gate bordered by inscription, very good condition.

 

10287	   Embroidered Iron Pin Badge, 53x41mm, oval, showing the Olympic rings and torch.  160

10288	  70 Olympic Managment badge, 68mm, brown (looks to have once been blue), with bronze   150 
	   inlay (silver worn away) showing Olympic Rings above Brandenburg Gate with “ZUR  
	   ERINNERUNG” insert, scarce

 

10289	   Film Crew Pin Badge, 39mm, enamelled showing Brandenburg Gate with “BERLIN” and the   140 
	   Olympic rings in white on a black background and the legend in a red border.
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10290	   German Olympic Equestrian Committee Donation pin, 32mm, gold plated with coloured   140 
	   enamel, showing horse and rider jumping over Olympic rings, some surface marks

 

10291	   Commemorative Pin Badge, 25mm, gilt and enamelled with radiant swastika background   120 
	   and rings with date over “BERLIN.”

10292	  70 KdF Trip to the Olympic Games, cardboard badge, 77x38mm, dark blue front with   120 
	   inscription and number, fine condition

10293	  70 Strength Through Joy Olympic Visitor Badge, 31x51mm, on green cardboard with black   110 
	   legend, slightly worn around lower edge.

 

10294	   Official Visitor’s Kiel pin badge, 31mm, silvered iron with blue enamel showing   100 
	   Olympic Rings above yacht and fishes, fine, also with Opening Ceremony silk ribbon  
	   depicting racing yachts, 31x93mm, some pin holes

10295	  70 Proposed Participant’s Badge, 44mm, bronze with enamel, by H. Osang, Dresden and   90 
	   numbered on reverse, showing radiant eagle with swastika holding coloured Olympic  
	   rings. The IOC objected to the swastika design and a new badge was made.

10296	  70 KdF Trip to the Olympic Games, cardboard badge, 77x38mm, white front with   70 
	   inscription and number, missing pin, otherwise fine condition

10297	  70 Commemorative Pin, 58x16mm, silvered, showing Olympic rings dividing date.  60

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.

David Feldman SA – PHILATELISTS w AUCTIONEERS
175, route de Chancy, P.O.Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland

Tel. +41 (0)22 727 07 77, Fax +41 (0)22 727 07 78, E-mail: admin@davidfeldman.com
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10298	   Olympic Football Trials Award Medal with stand, 1935, 114mm, cast blackened iron,   200 
	   showing nude athlete holding Olympic flag in front of swastika bordered by legend on  
	   front and eagle holding rings and inscribed “Hamburg - Gau 3 IM D.F.B (Deutscher  
	   Fussball Bund) - BERLIN - 8.9.1935” on reverse.

10299	  70 Bolivian Olympic Committee, Sports Games in Bogota 1938 participation plaque,   160 
	   44x75mm, bronze by Huguenin, showing Bolivian eagle with Olympic rings surrounded by  
	   6 shields on front and athlete saluting with the Olympic oath in Spanish under the  
	   Olympic rings on reverse

 

10300	   German International Golf Federation Match Against Sweden in Berlin-Wannsee, 18-19   420 
	   July 1936, Commemorative Medal, 87mm, silver plated bronze, showing Olympic rings  
	   and “DEUTSCHER GOLF VERBAND” with enamel logo bordered by “OLYMPIADE JAHR / 1936” on  
	   front with inscription on reverse 

10301	   Zeppelin flight, 29th March 1936, commemorative medal, 114mm, cast bronze, showing   400 
	   the airships LZ 127 and LZ 129, above Brandenburg Gate bordered by “DEUTSCHLANDFAHRT  
	   ZUR BEKENNTNISWAHL” on front, with a soldier and a worker standing either side of a  
	   ballot box bordered by a motto on the reverse

10302	  70 City of Berlin Olympic Games Presentation Medal 1936, 94mm, cast bronze, showing   300 
	   high-relief Berlin coat of arms bordered by legend on front and further inscription  
	   with Brandenburg Gate and Olympic rings on reverse, in presentation case.

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction via our
web site, www.davidfeldman.com
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10303	   German Cycling Federation Medal for outstanding achievement in “Rad-Wanderfahren”,   200 
	   1935, with stand, 117x136mm, cast blackened iron, showing nude athlete holding  
	   Olympic flag in front of swastika bordered by legend on front and eagle holding  
	   rings with DRV logo either side on reverse.

10304	  70 DRV Cycling Championship in Olympic Year, Medal for District Champion, 55mm, white   180 
	   metal, front showing two crossed flags bearing an eagle and a swastika between a  
	   torch and the Olympic rings, with the German inscription “In the Year of the Olympic  
	   Games,” reverse with “1936” surrounded by wreath and “BEZIRKSMEISTER / D.R.V.”

 

10305	   Olympic Track & Field Trials Bronze Winner’s Oak Leaf Pin, 1934/1936, 80x9mm,   180 
	   bronze, showing Olympic rings above 3 line legend.

 

10306	   Zeppelin flight, 29th March 1936, commemorative medal, 114mm, silver (900f), showing   180 
	   the airships LZ 127 and LZ 129, above Brandenburg Gate bordered by “DEUTSCHLANDFAHRT  
	   ZUR BEKENNTNISWAHL” on front, with a soldier and a worker standing either side of a  
	   ballot box bordered by a motto on the reverse, partially toned

10307	  70 Olympic Year medal, 40mm, bronze, showing legend above bust with in front of eagle   160 
	   with Olympic rings below on front and swastika bordered by oak leaves on the reverse.

The currency used for this sale is the EURO (¤)
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10308	 		  Inauguration of the Rhine-Main airport, 8th July 1936, commemoration medal, 117mm,   700 
	   cast bronze, showing the airships LZ 129 Hindenburg and LZ 127 Graf Zeppelin with  
	   legend on the front and a view of Frankfurt on the reverse

10309	  70 700th Anniversary of the Capitol medal, 1937, 127mm, cast bronze, showing Berlin   160 
	   bear on top of swastika with city wall in background on front and old city seal over  
	   city skyline on reverse

   memOrABiliA - PAPer

10310	  www Collection of correspondence received by Ferenk Csik during the 1936 Games, an album   300 
	    full of over 150 documents and postcards stuck in, many congratulatory messages and  
	    telegrams, Ferenc won gold in the 100m freestyle and bronze in the 4x200m freestyle  
	    relay swimming events, an unique piece of memorabilia

10311	  70 Purse, 98x65mm, brown leather with zipper, inscribed “Olympia / 1936” with coloured   180 
	   Olympic rings.

 

10312	   Olympic Ring Black Plastic Clip, 50x35mm, shield shaped, showing Olympic rings and   160 
	   year in white metal.

10313	  www Olympic album containing tickets (incl. booklets, press and honorary tickets, 55   Offer 
	    items), photos, postcards, Olympic Village access passes, official documents and  
	    invitations, tourist brochures, etc., a wonderful and genuine collection formed at  
	    the time (Est. e 4’000/5’000)

   OFFiciAl PrOGrAmS, rePOrtS & reSultS

10314	   Official Programmes from 2nd to the 9th August (8), bound with gold legend and   360 
	   swastika on spine, some scores pencilled in.

10315	   Official Programmes from 2nd to the 9th August (8), bound, some scores pencilled in  300
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10316	  70 Official Day Programmes, 1st-8th and 14th-16th August, mixed condition. (11)  300

10317	  74 Hourly Time-Table Programme and Plan, in Spanish, with stadium illustrations, cover   160 
	   a little dirty, pencil marks inside, otherwise fine.

10318	  74 Official Day Programmes, 3rd, 4th, 6th-8th and 16th August, mixed condition. (6)  160

10319	  74 Official book by the Organising Committee entitled “Honorary Guests,” 210x300mm, 75   120 
	   pages, listing all the members of the Olympic Committees, International Federations,  
	   diplomats, special invites, etc., intended for official use only, some foxing to  
	   cover, otherwise fine, a scarce and useful book

   BrOchureS

10320	  www German travel guides and brochures of regions and cities, incl. North West Germany,   480 
	    Palatinate, Saxony, Thuringia, Baden, Munich, Berlin, Cologne, etc., all with red  
	    Games legend printed on inside cover, mainly German text. (24)

10321	  74 Advertising brochures with programme summaries in 13 different languages, 100x228mm,   400 
	   green paper which folds out, with English, Italian, Dutch, Portuguese, French,  
	   Spanish, Danish, Finnish, Polish, Serbian, Swedish, German and Japanese editions,  
	   all good condition apart from German edition. (13)

10322	  74 Assortment of German travel brochures, mixture of German and English text. incl.   360 
	   Travelling in Germany, German arts and artists, the Rhine and “Reisemarkbuchs,” all  
	   with Games legend printed in red on inside cover. (18)

10323	  74 Deutsche Lufthansa flight plans for summer and winter 1935 and summer 1936, one   260 
	   showing illustration of the Brandenburg Gate and Olympic rings, two with the Olympic  
	   bell logo and two with the Olympic rings on cover or inside.(5)

10324	  76 Sports in Germany brochures, one in Italian with Berlin games legend on cover   260 
	   (torn), three produced after the Games which are mentioned in the introduction (two  
	   of the same in French and one in German), and another titled “Tennis in Germany,”  
	   English text, with Games legend overprint on inside cover with pictures of many  
	   German players. (5)

10325	  76 Official Information brochures in 3 languages, 100x220mm, white paper which folds   200 
	   out into 6 sections, showing poster design in green and brown on cover, printed for  
	   the Reichsbahnzentrale, with German, French and Swedish editions, penned name on  
	   one. (3)

10326	  76 Official Information brochures in 4 languages, 100x220mm, brown paper which folds   200 
	   out into 6 sections, showing poster design on cover, printed for the  
	   Reichsbahnzentrale, with German, Spanish, English and Polish editions, trader’s  
	   stamp on one, otherwise good condition. (3)

10327	  76 “Travel in Germany” brochures, English, Swedish, French and Dutch editions,   160 
	   102x224mm, showing a woman reading an Olympic pamphlet with Olympic rings below on  
	   front cover and Games legend overprinted in red on inside cover in each, incl. maps.  
	   (4)

   BOOkS

10328	  76 “The IOC and the Modern Olympic Games” produced by the German Olympic Committee,   200 
	   147x209mm, 16 pages, German text, light green cover, light foxing to cover and a  
	   couple of pages

   ticketS & SeASOn PASSeS

10329	  76 ID card of Grete Auguste Wendlandt, with photo tied by German OC hs, very fine  200

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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Lot 10330:  The Extremely Rare Intact Ticket Album

 

Sample pages are shown on this and subsequent pages
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 10330	   The Extremely Rare Intact Ticket Album    
	    
	   The Berlin 1936 Olympic Committee large green album with fifty-three (53) large grey  
	   specially printed album pages all held together by with three original brass screws. 
	    
	   The title page reads “SAMMELMAPPE DE AUSGEGEGEBENEN EINTRITTSKARTEN, AUSWEISE  
   UND ABZEICHEN / ORGANISATIONSKOMITEE FUR DIE XI. OLYMPIADE BERLIN 1936 E.V.”  
 
   The  following 32 pages show an extensive display of all the various tickets & their  
	   combinations, incl. bookets of tickets for various different events, tickets for the  
	   press, radio, opening day, plus an array of different passes & identity cards incl.  
	   the Olympic Village, Identity Cards, Photo journalist identity card, Sales identity  
	   card, service & head of service identity cards, operation identity card, suppliers  
	   identity card, etc., plus additional pages 33 to 45 with some other odd tickets,  
	   photographs of the Organising Committee, etc., while page 35 shows the content &  
	   configuaration of the unique badge album, which proves the conection the Ticket &  
	   Badge albums have (the Badge album is also offered in this auction), a wonderful  
	   showpiece for the student & connoisseur 
	    
	   estimate: e 15’000 - e 20’000

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer may choose 
to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period of 6 months, paying an 
equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the buyer's account at the end of 
each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer understands that any claims regarding 
his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting 
full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DF. 
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   PhOtOS

10331	  88 Album containing photos (42), postcards (36) and photo-cards (28) showing the Games,   240 
	   Berlin and the surrounding area.Some of the pieces are annotated in pen; contained  
	   in a brown canvas album with coloured Olympic rings.

10332	  88 Photo album containing 46 photos of Berlin at the time of the games, incl. a few   220 
	   personal photos, each 90x63mm, contained in a brown leather album with gold coloured  
	   Olympic rings and games legend on front

 

10333	   Photo album containing 49 photos & 2 postcards, mostly of the stadium, incl. 2 of   200 
	   the Hindenburg fly-over and 2 of the Winter Games, each page annotated, contained in  
	   a beige canvas album with coloured Olympic rings and legend, very attractive memorabilia

10334	  88 Photo album containg 28 photos of Berlin and the Olympic games, photos stuck down on   160 
	   the pages with most having been annotated below, each 86x60mm, contained in a grey  
	   canvas album with coloured Olympic rings on front

10335	  88 Photo album, 300x235mm, 24 pages, containing 5 postcards of the Games and 33 private   160 
	   photos of Berlin and the Games, all annotated below, brown leather cover with coloured 
	   Olympic rings and legend, leather is broken around some of the edge on the front cover.

   POSterS

 

10336	   Leni Riefenstahl film poster, 68x97mm, Swedish text, showing similar design to that   1’000 
	   of the official poster but with images from the film at the lower right, advertising  
	   the second part of the film, backed on linen, very fine
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10337	   Aga Radio poster, 69x99cm, Swedish text, with “Listen to Berlin” above hurdler with   800 
	   “AGA-RADIO” below, backed on linen, fine

 

10338	   Official “APPLY WITHIN” poster, 60x46cm, English text, white with Olympic Rings at   500 
	   top and “GERMANY / XITH OLYMPIC GAMES / BERLIN 1936 / 1st to 16th AUGUST / APPLY  
	   WITHIN,” printed for the German Reichsbahnzentrale, some creasing, mounted neatly in  
	   a black frame, rare

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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10339	   Two hand-painted posters, both roughly 90x60cm, in the same style, one showing   200 
	   hurdler, the other showing three runners, both with “XI OLYMPIADE / 1936 / BERLIN,”  
	   very attractive and fine, one signed R. Priere

   miScellAneOuS

10340	  88 Olympic Village Menus, 13th, 14th & 17th Aug., Spanish text, one showing Bremen town   280 
	   hall and market place (punch holes), one with the Weighing house and one showing the  
	   statue of Roland, good condition.

10341	  88 Olympic Village Menus, 1st Aug., both with same listing in French but with different   200 
	   covers, one showing Essighaus in Bremen and the other showing statue of Roland  
	   (punch holes and some finger print marks). (2)

10342	  88 Olympic Village Menus, 24th July, both with same listing in German and English but   200 
	   with different covers, one showing Bremen town hall and market place and the other  
	   showing the statue of Roland in front of the town hall, good condition. (2)

 

10343	   Two booklets containing strips of vignettes depicting different sporting events in a   50 
	   cartoon style, covers inscribed “Olympische Spiele” with one showing boxing and the  
	   other showing swimming, possibly produced ca.1920s, very fine and attractive

10344	  88 Official telegram, showing Olympic rings with legend above the head of a Greek with   200 
	   laurel wreath crown and Brandenberg Gates in gilt, sent to Carl Lorenz at the  
	   Olympic Village, Gold medallist in the Tandem in 1936, very fine
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   memOrABiliA - metAl

 

10345	   Honorary prize statue for Helmut Hamann, member of the German 4x400m relay team,   4’000 
	   presented by Allianz Insurance, bronze by K. Möbius, 39cm high, 42cm wide, showing  
	   javelin thrower ready to throw, on black marble base with plaque inscribed in German  
	   “To the successful Olympic athlete / Helmut Hamann / Presented by Allianz / Berlin  
	   August 1936,” very fine and unique 
	    
	   Note: The large size sculpture of this javelin thrower is displayed in public in Berlin 
	  

 

10346	   Eagle statue awarded to Gehard Gustmann, who won gold in the men’s coxed pairs, 23cm   2’000 
	   high, 27cm wing span, silvered with stone base, plaque inscribed (in German)  
	   “Winners are heroes / G. Gustmann / General Göring Regiment,” a spectacular and  
	   unique presentation statue to a member of the elite German air force
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10347	   Bronze figure “Nenikhkamen” (we are victorious) by Max Kruse, 52cm high x 44cm wide,   1’300 
	   showing the nude figure of Pheidippides running with arm aloft, the base cast as set  
	   of three rough steps, dark brown patination, signed Max Kruse Fec, cast by  
	   Aktien-Gesellschaft v. H. Gladenbeck & Sohn, missing laurel branch in hand, but a  
	   beautiful and rare sculpture

 

10348	   Ladies’ Silver Plated Mesh Change Purse presented to wives of important guests,   240 
	   chainmail pouch (diameter 68mm when opened out), and lid inscribed “OLYMPIADE /  
	   BERLIN-1936” with Olympic rings.
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10349	   Sternfahrt car plaque, 140x170mm, cast in bronze by N.S.K.K. (National Socialist   800 
	   Auto Club) for the 1936 Olympic Games, showing eagle holding swastika and engraved  
	   legend, with 4 screw holes

 

10350	   Honorary prize awarded to Carl Diem, 50x69mm, silver plaque wih gold plated 1896   800 
	   winner’s medal and engraved plaque, with Greek award legend, awarded in 1962, couple  
	   of edge nicks, incl. presentation case (looks original), possibly unique. Carl Diem  
	   was General Secretary of the 1936 Organising Committee and designed the first  
	   Olympic Torch.
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10351	   Commemorative Plaque, 191x198mm, cast blackened iron, by Kurt Baer, Gleiwitz   600 
	   foundry, showing aerial view of the stadium above Brandenburg Gate with flags on  
	   either side and athletes marching in the centre

 

10352	   Berlin Olympic Trials First Prize Gold Winner’s plaque, May 27 1934, 142x208mm, gold   500 
	   plated bronze, showing an eagle with spread wings on top of Olympic rings with  
	   crossed rifles and swastika, surrounded by legend, with bar inscribed “Dem Sieger”  
	   below. Mounted on a black marble base

 

10353	   The Ancient Games cast bronze plated copper reliefs (6) in fold-out presentation   500 
	   frame with slip case, illustrating events on all 6 days of the Ancient Olympic  
	   Games, each 97x119mm, inscribed “OLYMPIA / 1936” with Olympic Rings on slip case,  
	   some of the usual oxidisation, very fine and rare in the original presentation case
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10354	   Trans-Atlantic Sailing Regatta, Bermuda to Cuxhaven, in Olympic Year. Commemorative   320 
	   plaque, 205x189mm, cast iron, showing a tall ship with Olympic rings in corner and  
	   legend below.

 10355	   Olympic Winner’s plaque, 93x152mm, cast blackened iron by Lauchhammer, design by   260 
	   Enke, showing high-relief head of athlete with wreath crown with Olympic rings and  
	   legend below 

10356	   Commemorative Plaque, 195x170mm, cast bronzed iron, showing Torch Bearer and Olympic   240 
	   bell with Brandenburg Gate in background and legend at bottom, felt and hanger on reverse 

  

10357	   Women’s High Jump Commemorative Plaque, 160mm, cast bronze, showing head of   240 
	   Hungarian athlete Ibolya Csak bordered by legend

 

10358	   Commemorative wall plaque of Wagner Company, 170x200mm, embossed copper showing   240 
	   medieval knight on horseback with Olympic rings and date in corner and “400 JAHRE /  
	   WAGNER” with company logo

 

10359	   Olympic Bell Plaque, 84x116mm, bronze, by Emmeran Hager, inscribed “Gluckauf / zum   240 
	   Olympia / jahr 1936” above Olympic bell.

 

10360	   Official Olympic Year 1936 Award Medal, 115mm, cast blackened iron showing nude   200 
	   athlete waving Olympic flag with large swastika in background on front and eagle  
	   holding Olympic rings on reverse.

 

10361	   Commemorative Plaque, 195x170mm, cast bronzed iron, showing Torch Bearer and Olympic   180 
	   bell with Brandenburg Gate in background and legend at bottom, felt and hanger on  
	   reverse, some damage to plating. 

10362	   Olympic Year ASV Jubilee Swimming Championship 1936 Third Prize Plaque, 64x80mm,   140 
	   white metal with enamelled monogram.
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10363	   Official Car Plaque, 77x72mm, gilt with white enamel, showing Brandenburg Gate above   80 
	   Olympic rings, with no maker’s mark on reverse.

10364	  100 Plaque presented to the Women’s Swimming Association by the Michigan Assoc. of the   50 
	   AAU, 243x435mm, silver plated, inscribed with the names of those who won the annual  
	   achievement award from 1929 to 1942, incl. Eleanor Holm who won Gold in the 100m  
	   backstroke at 1932 Games, was suspended from the 1936 Games for attending a cocktail  
	   party on the way to the Games, and appeared as Jane in the Hollywood film “Tarzan’s  
	   Revenge,” and Mavis Freeman, who won bronze in 1936, some damage and wear to  
	   plating, still an interesting piece ragarding a famous Olympian

   SPOOnS

10365	  100 Silver Spoon, 97mm long, with Olympic bell shaped end of the handle with “BERLIN   260 
	   1936” on white enamel, toned.

10366	  100 Commemorative Spoon, 145mm long, bowl 50mm wide, hallmarked silver, showing eagle   200 
	   holding Olympic rings in bowl with oak leaf decoration with “BERLIN 1936” at the end  
	   of the handle.

 

10367	   Netherlands NOC commemorative spoon, 110mm, silver, with “NOC” at top of handle and   100 
	   ancient Greek discus thrower in bowl, very fine

   miScellAneOuS

 

10368	   Olympic Bell Commemorative Box, 195x135mm and 53mm high, silvered, showing Olympic   400 
	   Bell and “19” “36” affixed on top, wooden inside, light wear all over.
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10369	   Olympic Savings Bank money box, 125x100mm, multicoloured metal showing male and   340 
	   female athlete holding a wreath above the Brandenburg gate on the front and the  
	   reverse showing national flags, stadium and different sporting athletes, very good  
	   condition

10370	  100 Cigarette box, 107x80x48mm, silvered, showing coloured Olympic rings and date on   200 
	   top, wooden inside, some toned spots

 

10371	   Olympic Rings Candelabra, 188x136mm, steel, with three candle holders on top of the rings  600 
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10371
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10371
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10372	   Leica camera with gilt engraved Olympic Rings above Nazi logo and “1936,” in   100 
	   original leather case, plus four Leica booklets incl. one with a picture of Johnny  
	   Weissmuller (later “Tarzan”), a very fine and attractive camera 

10373	   Toy car, 43x28mm, tin, red with green Olympic rings and yellow bell on roof  300

10374 10375 10376

10374	   Cigarette Case, 90x80mm, silvered, showing Olympic bell over rings in colour between   620 
	   “BERLIN” “2596”.

10375	   Commemorative Cigarette Case, 95x80mm and 43mm high, silvered, with embossing on lid    440 
	   showing Olympic bell and legend, wooden interior, plating is worn.

10376	   Cigarette Case, 92x78mm, silvered, showing eagle holding rings between “19” and “36”  180

10377	  100 Cigarette box, 70x56mm, gold plated tin, top showing torchbearer above “1936” with   90 
	   laurel branches at sides and botton showing “1936” bodered by wreath, still with  
	   some original paper seal

10378	  100 Cigarette case, 79x89mm, brass, affixed eagle with swastika holding rings, toned  70

10372 10373

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=<FFFC>
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10373
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10372
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10373
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10374
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10375
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10376
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10374
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10375
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10376
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10377
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10378
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10370
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10377
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10378
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10380
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10382
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10383
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10364
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10365
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10366
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10379	   Harmonica, 117x57x22mm, blue painted steel with coloured Olympic Rings on one side   100 
	   and “OLYMPIADE / 1936” on the other, some wear to the paint, unusual

10380	  100 Commemorative Harmonica, 125x30x20mm, steel casing showing “OLYMPIA” and Olympic   60 
	   rings on both sides, with red plastic mouth piece.

10381	   Official Hand Stamp for the printers of the advertising (Carl Poellath) for the   200 
	   Games, 97x32mm, showing Brandenburg Gate above Olympic rings, inscription and two  
	   further sets of rings

10382	  100 Pocket knife, 78x19mm, silvered, showing aerial view of Olympic stadium on one side   180 
	   and Brandenburg Gate on the other, with legend on both sides, 2 blades

10383	  100 Pocket Knife with 2 blades, 84x20mm, mother of pearl showing Olympic rings between   90 
	   legend, the tops of 2 of the rings are worn.

 

10384	   Commemorative lighter, 48x38mm, showing eagle on top of Olympic rings with legend below  280

10385	  102 Commemorative lighter, 39x47mm, showing Olympic rings above “OLYMPIA 1936,” colour   200 
	   is missing from rings

10386	  102 Commemorative lighter, 40x47mm, showing Berlin shield above Olympic rings and “1936”  200

10387	  102 Lighter, 108mm tall, with Olympic Rings and “BERLIN / 1936” on one side, minor   200 
	   chipping to coating, fine

10388	   Cigarette case and lighter, 65x110mm, silvered with black enamel, with affixed   180 
	   Olympic rings in colour

10389	  102 Commemorative lighter, 39x35mm, silvered, showing coloured Olympic rings above   180 
	   “OLYMPIA 1936,” some colour missing, incl. original box

10390	  102 Commemorative lighter, 40x48mm, silvered, showing rings over “OLYMPIA 1936”, plating   140 
	   partially worn

10391	  102 Business card dish, 142x150mm and 36mm high, in bronze showing Olympic rings over   340 
	   “OLYMPIADE BERLIN 1936”

10392	  102 Bracelet consisting of 5 small bronze medals (25mm) linked together, made by Lauer,   320 
	   each showing Olympic rings above Brandenburg Gate.

10393	  102 Olympic Bell Paperweight, 37x80mm, bronze, showing Olympic bell with eagle on one   320 
	   side and Brandenburg Gate on the other, above legend

10379 10381

10384 10385

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10379
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10381
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10379
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10380
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10381
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10382
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10383
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10384
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10388
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10384
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10385
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10386
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10387
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10388
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10389
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10390
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10391
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10392
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10393
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10385
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10387
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10389
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10391
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10392
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10393
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10386
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10390
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10395
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10396
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10399
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10401
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10406
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10394	   Olympic Rings Silver Necklace, showing colour enamelled Olympic rings, silver is   260 
	   partly tarnished.

10395	  102 German Cycling Association Award Paperwieght, 65mm diameter base, 85mm tall, cast   260 
	   blackened iron, showing swastika with “D R V” above Olympic flame and rings on  
	   front, and inscription “Fur / Hervorrangende / Leistungen im / Radwanderfahren / 1936."

10396	  102 Gold Plated Pencil, 105mm, showing coloured rings dividing “OLYMPIADE” “1936.”  240

10397	   Bicycle Tool Case, 108x188mm, brown leather with steel buckle showing Olympic rings  240

 

10398	   Cast Iron Block with mounted Olympic Rings and Laurel Branches in brass, 114x60mm,   220 
	   with “BERLIN 1936” on a bar.

10399	  102 Hitler Youth Belt with Olympic Rings, silvered belt buckle, 43x33mm, with raised rings.  220

10394 10397

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10394
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10397
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10394
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10395
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10396
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10397
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10398
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10398
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10399
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10400	   Members Bracelet, 180mm, showing 12 coloured enamel flags of participant nations,   200 
	   small enamel damage.

10401	  102 Clock, 85x132mm, square casing on a rectangular base with Olympic rings and “OLYMPIA.”  200 

 

10402	   Olympic Bell Cap Badge, 32x36mm, embossed silvered bronze, with oak wreath surround.  180

 

10403	   Olympic Ring Tie Pin, 37x13mm, silvered with honey-comb pattern and coloured enamel rings  180 

 

10404	   Silver Dish, 120x70mm, inscribed in German with “OLYMPIC YEAR / 28.VI.36 / IV   160 
	   Place,” toned. 

10405	   Money Clip, 51x19mm, mother of pearl in the shape of a tooth with silvered badge   160 
	   showing Brandenburg Gate above Olympic rings and legend.

10406	  102 Notepad Holder, 130x78mm, silver plated, showing Olympic bell and legend, plating is worn.  160 

10404 10405

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10400
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10400
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10401
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10402
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10402
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10403
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10403
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10404
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10405
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10404
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10405
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10406
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10407	   Ladies’ Silver Plated Mesh Change Purse presented to Wives of Important Guests,   160 
	   chainmail pouch (diameter 68mm when opened out), and lid with coloured Olympic rings.

10408	   Pocket Mirror, 76mm, reverse showing part of the official advertising poster for the Games.  160

10409	  106 Olympic Ring candlestick, 138x194mm, chromed iron, some discolouration  160

10410	  106 Olympic Rings clip, 34x36mm, silvered horse shoe-shape with gilt rings  160

10411	  106 Brandenburg Gate plaque, showing radiant swastika above affixed gilt and enamel gate   160 
	   and Olympic rings, with German “For Services / to the XI. Olympiad / Berlin 1936”  
	   below, bordered by oak leaves

10412	  106 Brandenburg Gate “Junior” Pocket Torch, 32x60mm, silvered with black plastic top,   100 
	   showing gate above coloured Olympic rings and “OLYMPIADE BERLIN 1936,” some  
	   corrosion spots

10413	  106 Silver frame with Olympic Rings between “19” and “36,” with photo of Hitler meeting   100 
	   members of the German Olympic team, hallmarked, fine

 

10414	   Silver Third Place Winner’s plate, engraved “FRUEHJAHRSWOCHE / OLYMPIAJAHR / II PR.”   400 
	   for the pre-Olympic Games 1936, shell shaped, 120x70mm, hallmarked

10415	   Commemorative Ring, white metal top showing Olympic rings and year with red   200 
	   background and gold-filled ring.

10416	   Junghans Olympic stopwatch, 48mm, steel white face, reverse with engraved Olympic   500 
	   legend, Rings and Nazi logo, fine and rare

10407 10408

10414 10415 10416

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10407
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10408
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10407
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10408
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10409
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10410
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10411
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10412
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10413
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10414
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10415
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10416
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10414
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10415
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10416
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10409
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10410
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10411
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10412
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10413
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10418
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10419
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10422
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10423
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10424
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10426
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10427
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   memOrABiliA - POrcelAin, cerAmicS & GlASS

 

10417	   Naked female plaque, 73x111mm, green porcelain, by Herst. KPM, Berlin, showing   600 
	   Olympic rings, Berlin legend and naked female figure

10418	  106 Meissen Private Shooting Club plate, 252mm, white procelain, showing Olympic Rings   150 
	   above two rifles and a target, legend around border, dated 6th July 1936, made by  
	   the Meissen porcelain company, very fine

   miScellAneOuS

10419	  106 Official Presentation Vase, 160mm tall, 80mm diameter, heavy crystal glass, showing   550 
	   eagle holding the Olympic rings, square base with cut design, extremely fine

 

10420	   Eagle statue, 115mm tall, white porcelain made by Fuerstenberg Porcelain   400 
	   Manufactory, showing eagle perched on a pedestal with Olympic rings and “OLYMPIADE /  
	   BERLIN / 1936” on base, excellent condition 

10421	   Eagle statue, 115mm tall, white porcelain made by Fuerstenberg Porcelain   400 
	   Manufactory, showing eagle perched on a pedestal with coloured Olympic rings and  
	   gilt “OLYMPIADE / BERLIN / 1936” on base, light wear to the gilt and a few small nicks

10422	  106 Commemorative paper weight, 95x65mm and 50mm high, white ceramic with gilt band   400 
	   around base, by Hutschenreuther, with Olympic rings on top

10420 10421

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10417
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10417
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10418
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10419
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10420
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10421
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10420
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10421
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10422
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10423	  106 Hand-Engraved heavy crystal glass for Karl Frick. 160mm high, 77mm wide. showing   280 
	   National Socialist state symbol (eagle holding a swastika in a wreath) between  
	   Olympic rings, “19 “36” and “KARL / FRICK”. Artist’s name, “R. K Karkula,” engraved  
	   on bottom. Karl Frick was possibly related to Wilhelm Frick, Minister of the  
	   Interior. Tiny chip at top edge, otherwise fine.

10424	  106 Porcelain ashtray, 105x100mm, triangular shape, white Fuerstenberg porcelain with F.   280 
	   Geiersthal sticker on side, showing handpainted Berlin coat of arms above Olympic  
	   rings with gilt cigarette holders (slightly worn)

 

10425	   N.S.K.K. (National Association of Automobile Drivers) Plaque, 102x74mm, white   240 
	   porcelain with gilt edges, showing eagle on top of swastika and inscription  
	   “Quer-durchs-Muldental / -M 141-” above Olympic rings

10426	  106 Discus Thrower ashtray, 159mm, clear glass, showing discus thrower above Olympic   180 
	   rings bordered by legend

10427	  106 Commemorative porcelain bowl, 113mm diameter, 31mm high, by Hutschenreuther, yellow   180 
	   interior, with Olympic legend on outside rim with gilt edges

10428	  110 Commemorative plate, 195mm, opaque yellow glass, showing oak leaf in centre in   180 
	   raised design with engraved Olympic rings in back, bordered by legend

10429	  110 Commemorative plate, 195mm, opaque yellow glass, showing oak leaf in centre in   180 
	   raised design with engraved Olympic rings in back, bordered by legend

10430	  110 Porcelain ashtray, 130x130mm, triangular shape, handpainted, showing Berlin coat of   160 
	   arms with Olympic rings below with gilt holders and edges, light wear to the shield

   memOrABiliA - clOth

10431	  110 Official vendor’s hat, 275x153, linen, with bllue printed design on both sides   150 
	   showing Olympic rings and Games legend, fine

   FlAGS

10432	  110 Youth Courier hat, 265x103mm, white felt with coloured plastic Olympic rings, slight   400 
	   discolouration

   teXtileS

10433	  110 Olympic Bell lace doilly, 190mm, bell with the German inscription “I call the youth   220 
	   of the world” and Games legend in laurel wreath with Olympic rings

10434	  110 Silk wallhanging, 160x260mm, showing Olympic rings surrounded by flags of   160 
	   participating nations, bottom with silk embroidered trim

10435	  110 Lace doily, 280x175mm, showing crowned city coat of arms, rings and “Olympiade 1936”   55 
	   above with a floral surround

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10423
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10424
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10425
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10425
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10426
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10427
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10428
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10429
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10430
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10431
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10432
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10433
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10434
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10435
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   miScellAneOuS

 

10436	   Ladies’ Embroidered money wallet, 110x75mm, black silk embroidered in colour with   320 
	   Olympic rings above “1936” and flower garland below

10437	  110 Cap band from the Olympic Sailing at Kiel, 1070x33mm, in blue with yellow inscription  180

   memOrABiliA - wOOD

 

10438	   Shooting target, 78cm, wood, showing black border with “Shooting King 1936,”   500 
	   depciting the portrait of two athletes next to the Olympic flag and Olympic stadium  
	   in the centre and Games legend just below, a few pellet holes 

10439	   Announcement board from a Berlin newspaper stand, wood, 100x90cm, with “Olympische   400 
	   Spiele” and “Berlin 1936” divided by Olympic Bell on top, black chalk board below,  
	   some chips as to be expected, a rare souvenir of the Games

10438 10439

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10436
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10436
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10437
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10438
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10439
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10438
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10439
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10428
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10440	   Shooting target, 70cm, wood, showing Olympic Bell bordered by the Bell legend,   400 
	   Olympic Rings at bottom above “The Shooting King in Olympia Year 1936,” plenty of  
	   pellet holes, attractive

10441	  110 “Olympic Game,” 180x300mm, pinball-style with 5 semi-circles (in Olympic colours) to   150 
	   aim for, showing Olympic Rings and Bell at top, fine and unusual

10442	  110 “Olympia-Spiele” dice board game, made by Hausser, instructions printed on lid,   100 
	   board in very fine condition, a few missing pieces, in original box

10443	  110 “Olympia-Spiele” dice board game, instructions printed on lid, board in very fine   100 
	   condition, 5 lead playing pieces, in original box

   memOrABiliA - miScellAneOuS

 

10444	   Original 8mm Leni Riefenstahl film of the female gymnastics at the Games, housed in   300 
	   a gold and red cardboard slip case, with A4 flyer about the film, scarce

10445	   Original 8mm Leni Riefenstahl film of an equestrian event at the Games, inscribed   300 
	   “Military Olympia 1936” on side, housed in a gold and red cardboard slip case, with  
	   small slip saying that the film is for personal use only, scarce

10446	   Original 16mm Leni Riefenstahl film of a diving event at the Games, inscribed   300 
	   “Turmspringen Olympia 1936” on side, housed in a gold and red cardboard slip case,  
	   with A4 flyer about the video, scarce

10444 10445 10446
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OLYMPICS
   1936 GArmiSch-PArtenkirchen

   PrOOFS, eSSAyS, etc.

 

10447	 A	  6 + 4 pfg. Speed Skater, photographic essay in black, mock up mounted on perforated   3’000 
	   background & affixed to light grey official card with the embossed seal  
	   “Reichsdruckerei Direction” & green boxed control handstamp with manuscript  
	   numbering & date, very fine & extremely rare, possibly unique, ex Jonker
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10448	 A	  25+15 pfg. Four-man bobsleigh, photographic essay in black, mock up mounted on   3’000 
	   perforated background & affixed to light grey official card with the embossed seal  
	   “Reichsdruckerei Direction” & green boxed control handstamp with manuscript  
	   numbering & date, very fine & extremely rare, possibly unique, ex Jonker

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10448
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OLYMPICS
   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

 

10449	   Handstamp of the official visitor’s pin, lead, 40x39mm, on top of wooden block 21mm high, rare  300

10450	 F	  Special machine cancel tying 6+4pfg green on postcard with additional Garmisch   100 
	   cachet in violet alongside, fine

   memOrABiliA - meDAl & BADGeS

   PArticiPAtiOn meDAlS

 

10451	   Participant’s pin badge, 33mm, bronze with coloured enamel centre showing Olympic   400 
	   Rings in front of mountain with legend bordering, reverse inscribed “TEILNEHMER /  
	   1361,” very fine

   BADGeS

 

10452	   “OLYMPIA / 37 / EISSTADION” pin badge, 34mm, silvered with black inscription, fine and rare   400 

10453	  116 Commemorative Skier pin badge, 50x36mm, in bronze, showing crossed skis with   250 
	   coloured Olympic rings

 

10454	   Skier’s Pin, 37x82mm, handpainted in colour showing skier suspended from the Olympic rings  180

10455	   Commemorative Skier pin, 27x42mm, bronze with coloured enamel, showing Olympic rings   180 
	   at top with skier and legend below, light wear

10454 10455
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10456	  116 Steel Embossed Die for the commemorative pin badge, 58mm diameter and 45mm height  180

10457	  116 “HDW” pin badge, 30x41mm, red glass with silver and gold paint decoration, showing   160 
	   Olympic rings above “1936” and shield with fir tree above “HDW”

10458	  116 USA Olympic Ski Finals button 1935, 24mm, white celluloid, showing US shield with crossed skis  100 

 

10459	   Commemorative pin badge, 40mm, silvered with enamel, showing swastika above coloured   90 
	   Olympic rings with mountain in background, bordered by legend

10460	  116 Commemorative pin badge, 47x26mm, silvered with enamel, by G.H. Osang, showing logo   90 
	   surrounded by legend and wreath border, some cracking to the enamel

 

10461	   Commemorative pin, 28x27mm, multicoloured white metal, showing Olympic rings above shield  80 

10462	  116 Washington Ski Club Olympic Ski Fund 1936 button, 25mm, in blue and red on cream,   50 
	   showing Olympic rings bordered by legend

10463	  116 Commemorative stick-pin, 14x11mm, silvered, shield shaped with logo in red and black  45

10464	  www American Olympic Bobsled Fund 1936 button, red and blue on cream, showing shield   40 
	    bordered by legend, some discolouration

   memOrABiliA - PAPer

10465	  116 Official invitation to a participant in the 4x10km cross country skiing, indicating   100 
	   when and where to turn up for his event at the Games, fine

10466	  116 Official Press Technical Preparations booklet by Dr. Hermann Harster (Head of Press   100 
	   for the OC), 212x298mm, 9 pages, with German, English and French text, horizontal  
	   fold otherwise fine

   OFFiciAl PrOGrAmS, rePOrtS & reSultS

10467	  116 Official Report, German text, 237x310mm, HB, 450pp, blue canvas cover with gilt   400 
	   inlay title, front cover slightly bent, dealer’s handstamp inside, otherwise fine and rare

10468	  116 “Prices of Single Tickets” leaflets published by the Reichsbahnzentrale, 95x219mm,   200 
	   in English, German (2 different), and French, with prices and programme for each of  
	   the events, some discolouration, a couple have been folded, the English one more so  
	   and has pencil marks on front (4)
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10469	  116 American National Championships and Olympic Tryouts programme, 30th Dec., Madison   180 
	   Square Garden, 218x285mm, cover is loose but otherwise in good condition

10470	  116 Official programme for the Olympia Ball, 320x242mm, with Olympic Rings on cover and   100 
	   a page for German, English and French text, slightly soiled covers

   BrOchureS

10471	  118 “Winter in Germany” brochures, one showing a girl holding a snowball (2, different   200 
	   editions) and the other showing a skier holding skis over his shoulder (2), both  
	   with red Winter Games legend on inside cover (4)

10472	  118 Garmisch-Partenkirchen leaflet, 105x225mm, German text, printed in blue and white,   160 
	   folds out to show photographic images of the area and different events, good condition 
	  

10473	  118 “The Winter Olympiad 1936, Munich” leaflets, one in English and one in German,   160 
	   advertising Munich at the time of the Games, incl. programme of events and with  
	   coloured Olympic rings on cover, very good condition apart from trader’s handstamp on one 

   ticketS & SeASOn PASSeS

10474	  118 Ticket for the Opening Ceremony on 6th Feb., still with stub, two vert. folds, fine  200

10475	  118 Ticket for the Speed Skating on 11th Feb., with “Reduced Price” hs, still with tab,   200 
	   vert. fold, fine

10476	  118 Participant’s ticket for the Pair’s Skating on 13th Feb, still with both stubs, vert. fold, fine  150 
	  

10477	  118 Participant’s ticket to the Free Skating, 14th Feb, used, vert. fold, fine, as well   120 
	   as a group of other tickets etc. from a Czech newsman who covered the Winter Games,  
	   incl. vouchers for the Olympia Ball, tickets for travel, refreshments, luggage, etc.

10478	  118 Participant’s ticket to the Free Skating, 15th Feb, used, vert. fold, fine  100

10479	  118 Official ticket order form, 210x302mm, double sided sheet with green and black text,   100 
	   two punch holes at left otherwise fine

10480	  118 Official ticket order form, 210x302mm, double sided sheet with red and black   100 
	   text, some creasing

   DiPlOmAS & certiFicAteS

10481	  118 Diploma for those who helped and supported the Games, 345x470mm, showing “1936”   500 
	   above the participant’s medal and Olympic Rings, with Games legend below and “Für  
	   Kameradschaftliche Mitarbeit,” signed by the President and the General Secretary of  
	   the Organising Committee, minor soiling, attractive

   PhOtOS

10482	  www “The German Reichs Post at the Olympic Winter Games in Garmisch Partenkirchen,”    2’000 
	    a photographic report on the services offered by the Reichs postal service during the  
	    Games, showing post offices for the public and for the press, telephone and radio  
	    service stations, telegrams, etc., as well as many of the Games incl. Rudolph Hess  
	    and Hitler, 56 photos beautifully written up in a canvas album, 365x255mm, with red  
	    and gold leather Olympic logo, unique and interesting item

10483	   Photo album with dedication on inside page to Henri de Baillet-Latour (3rd President   300 
	   of the IOC) from Dr. Halt (President of the Organising Committee), 224x302mm, incl.  
	   29 photos of Garmisch-Partenkirchen and the Games, very fine piece of memorabilia
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   miScellAneOuS

 

10484	   Official poster in English, 63x101cm, designed by Ludwig Hohlwein, showing skier   1’500 
	   holding skis with arm aloft, legend below, a few small tears, still fine appearance

10485	  122 Group of items belonging to a member of the Austrian Ice Hockey team at the 1936   400 
	   Games, incl. 1936 Garmisch ID card (missing photo), three letters of which two  
	   relate to the Winter Games and one to the Summer Games, 1937 Int. University Games  
	   ID, fabric patch and small photos (3), Austrian Ice Hockey Federation ID, some  
	   personal correspondence and papers, plus and Austrian Olympic Committee brass plate  
	   awarded to Olympic participants in 1986 (in original box), interesting group

   memOrABiliA - metAl

10486	  122 Silver plate awarded to Frieherr von Diergardt for the fastest time in the Bobsleigh   500 
	   during Olympic training, 287mm, flower shaped edge with legend engraved in centre, very fine

   PlAqueS

10487	  122 Official Car plaque, 92mm, silvered with enamel, showing logo with Olympic rings   100 
	   bordered by legend, two mounting holes

10488	  122 Austrian Olympic Committee recognition plaque, 178x240mm, awarded to Ilse   100 
	   Pausin-Ulrich for her silver medal in Figure Skating at the 1936 Games, awarded in  
	   1996 on the 100th anniversary of the Modern Olympics, very fine
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OLYMPICS
   1936-40 triAlS / interveninG chAmPiOnShiPS

 

10489	   1936 Pigeon Shooting World Championships in Rome. Pin badge, 25x35mm, gold plated,   100 
	   showing crown above the Arch of Constantine and Olympic Rings with fasces at side, very fine 

10490	   1936 Pigeon Shooting World Championships in Rome. Pin badge, 25x35mm, silver plated,   100 
	   showing crown above the Arch of Constantine and Olympic Rings with fasces at side, very fine

 

10491	   1937 Germany Sweden Athletics Competition. Third Place plaque awarded to a hammer   200 
	   thrower, 61x81mm, bronze, showing coloured Nazi and Swedish flags above to runners  
	   and legend, reverse with award legend, incl. orginal case, small piece of enamel  
	   missing from a flag, otherwise fine

 

10492	   European Championship of Women’s Basketball in Rome 1938 medal, 49mm, bronze,   240 
	   showing 2 players bordered by inscription on front and further inscription on  
	   reverse with rings below, incl. original box

10489 10490
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10493	   1939 Germany-Sweden Athletics Championship in Berlin. First Place plaque awarded to   400 
	   the winner of the long jump, 67x75mm, gold plated silver with enamel, with Nazi and  
	   Swedish flag above a quadriga and legend, with the Olympic stadium in the  
	   background, award legend on reverse, very fine and attractive

10494	   Hungarian Commemorative Plaque for their Torch Relay, 76x60mm, bronze, showing eagle   160 
	   with Olympic torch flying over Hungarian landscape with legend on front and  
	   “ATLETIKA KONGRESSZUS / PECSETT / 1939.VI.2”

10495	  122 1939 Centennial of Luxembourg Independence Olympic Cup. Diploma, 50x38cm, unused,   150 
	   very fine and attractive

 

10496	   Eighth International University Games, Monaco 1939. India Official’s badge, 28x17mm,   100 
	   gold plated, showing 5 rings with centre ring forming an 8 and inscribed “OFFICIEL,”  
	   with red and white ribbon

10497	  122 Eighth International University Games, Monaco 1939. Athlete’s badge, 28x17mm, silver   100 
	   plated, showing 5 rings with centre ring forming an 8 and inscribed “ATHLETE,” with  
	   yellow ribbon

10498	   Eighth International University Games, Monaco 1939. Athlete’s badge, 28x17mm, silver   80 
	   plated, showing 5 rings with centre ring forming an 8 and inscribed “ATHLETE,” with  
	   purple ribbon

10499	  122 USA Women’s Swimming and Diving Olympic Tryouts Aug. 16-18 1940, Clerk Scorer’s   100 
	   stick-pin badge with red ribbon inscribed “CLERK SCORER,” very fine and scarce

10496 10498
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   1940 cAncelleD winter GAmeS

10500	  122 FIS World Championships and Olympic Tryouts in Berlin, New Hampshire, 25th-26th Feb.   180 
	   1939, official programme, 210x274mm, some scores pencilled in inside, also an  
	   official leaflet, 83x154mm, both good condition (2)

   1940 tOkyO

10501	  122 Olympic Flag wooden block game, boxed, made by Tanaka Manufactory in Tokyo, rare  300

10502	  124 “Japan Beckons” advertising brochures produced by Japanese Government Railways,   160 
	   107x207mm, prodcued after the Berlin Games, one in English and one in German,  
	   explaining the attractions of Japan as well as a brief history of Japan in the  
	   Olympics, red cover with white flowers and Olympic rings. (2)

10503	  124 “Japan, an introduction to understanding the country and its people” book, vol. 2,   160 
	   165x239mm, 72 pages, German text, for the preparation of those going to the Tokyo  
	   Games, cover a little discoloured and some pencil marks inside

10504	 F	 124 ORGANIZING COMMITTEE: Large brown official envelope from Organizing Commitee   500 
	   addressed to Austria, with offical address label applied with attractive colourful  
	   vignette alongside, unusual & scarce

10505	 F	 124 Official printed unused postcard in French showing map of Japan, very fine  80

10506	  124 1940 Two matching sake porcelain cups, very fine, unusual & scarce  240

10507	 F	 124 1940 Printed official envelope franked by 5s block of four, addressed to California,   200 
	   very fine & scarce

   1940 helSinki

   PrOOFS, eSSAyS, etc.

10508	 A	 124 Hammarsten-Jansson essays of seven different vignettes in composite sheetlet in   1’500 
	   brown on thin paper, some wrinkles. very fine & scarce

   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

10509	  124 1940 (Sep 5) Prisoner of War envelope with “ROK OLIMPIJSKI / 1940” circular cachet   100 
	   (Polish Olympic Year), with censor marking and cds adjacent, very fine

10510	 F	 124 Riga “A” machine cancel “AUX JEUX OLYMPIQUES 1940 VIA LA LETTONIE” tying 7s to   320 
	   mourning envelope, with unusual vignette DER WEG ZUR XII. OLYMPIADE NUR UBER DIE  
	   BALTISCHEN STAATEN on reverse, fine & scarce

   memOrABiliA - meDAl & BADGeS

   nOc PinS & meDAlS

10511	  124 Estonian Team Flag pin, 24x24mm, enamelled in blue, black and white with Olympic rings  80

10512	  124 US Weightlifting Team badge, gold plated, made by Dieges & Clust, with image of   180 
	   weightlifter suspended below coloured Olympic rings with legend

   BADGeS

10513	  124 Commemorative pin badge, 32x55mm, bronze, showing radiant flame between Olympic   180 
	   rings and year

10514	  124 Flag stick-pin, 27x22mm, silvered with white and blue enamelled Finnish flag and legend   140

10515	  124 Flag pin, 28x33mm, multicoloured enamel showing the Olympic rings above the stadium,   100 
	   chipped in two corners

   memOrABiliA - PAPer

   OFFiciAl PrOGrAmS, rePOrtS & reSultS

10516	  126 Official Rules, Regulations and Programme book, 224 pages, German text, fine and rare  400

10517	  126 Daily Programme and Ticket Price Information booklet, 141x213mm, 24 pages, Finnish   200 
	   and Swedish text, very good condition
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   BrOchureS

10518	  126 “Finlandia News Service”, edited by N. J. J. Leppo, nos. 1-4 in French (with punch   320 
	   holes) and nos. 8 & 9 in English (damaged around edges, no. 8 dup.), from Nov. 1938  
	   to July 1940 (7)

10519	  126 “Olympic News-Service” bulletins, issued by the Finnish Organising Committee,   300 
	   210x298mm, nos. 1, 2, 3 & 5 in French and nos. 4, 5 & 10 in English, from 28th  
	   October 1938 to 10th October 1939, in mixed condition. (7)

10520	  126 “Finland, Olympic Country” brochure, 107x225mm, 40 pages, French text, good condition  180

   POStcArDS

10521	 F	 www Garmisch-Helsinki colourful commemorative card, franked with German issues & tied by   150 
	    various Garmisch cancels, fine

   miScellAneOuS

10522	  126 Finish Olympic Lottery Ticket, very fine  150

   memOrABiliA - metAl

   PlAqueS

 

10523	   Norwegian Fundraising plaque, 46x69mm, aluminium, by T. Dammen / H. Rui, showing   180 
	   athlete and medieval warrior over Olympic rings and “NORGE 1940”

   miScellAneOuS

10524	  126 Olympic Stadium dish, 83mm, silver, showing view of the stadium with tower, toned  140

   1944 POlAnD

 

10525	   Wollenberg & Gross-Born P.O.W. Camp issues, with single 10 red (signed Schmutz), and   100 
	   two 10 proofs in black (one from defaced plate), very fine

Search our Frequent “Feldman Express” Internet-only Auctions, 
visit our Net Price Shop, or Register to bid “Live” at

www.davidfeldman.com
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   1944 JuBilee

10526	  www Commemorative stick-pins attached to part of shop advertising card, 25 in total,   400 
	    each 22x11mm, gold plated, showing rings over palm branch with legend on reverse

10527	  126 50th Anniversary of the Re-establishment of the Olympic Games Diploma, 435x305mm,   400 
	   showing Olympic Torch and Rings with legend below, signed by the Presidents of the  
	   Orangising Committee and the Sports Commission, fine

   1948 lOnDOn

   BASic iSSue

10528	 F	 www POSTAL STATIONERY: 6d airmail letter sheet unused, showing somewhat shifted stamp   100 
	    print, unusual

   iSSueS OF Other cOuntrieS

10529	 CC	C	 www MONACO: 1948 Summer Games set of 5 and Winter Games set of 4 imperforate, mint og,   80 
	    as well as normal mint nh sets, very fine (Yv. 319-323 & PA32-35, e311.50)

10530	 F	  PERU: Complete set on cover to the USA, used on the first day of the games, showing   100 
	   triangular Olympic postmark, fine

   memOrABiliA - meDAl & BADGeS

   PArticiPAtiOn meDAlS

 

10531	   Team Manager participant’s badge, 31x47mm, bronze, showing Games logo with blue   150 
	   ribbon inscribed “TEAM / MANAGER” (faint), fine

   cOmmemOrAtive meDAlS

10532	  126 Pattern participant’s medal, 39mm, embossed bronze, showing athlete holding wreath   240 
	   and touching his toes

 

10533	   Pattern participant’s medal, 38mm, bronze, showing view of Houses of Parliament with   200 
	   “OLYMPIC GAMES / LONDON / 1948” on front and a wreath border on reverse

 

10534	   Pattern Winner’s medal, 38mm, aluminium by Pinches, showing female winner with   180 
	   inscription “PRAEMIA VICTRICIS” with various events in the background
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OLYMPICS
   nOc PinS & meDAlS

10535	  126 Italian Rowing Federation medal, 26x41mm, with “RFIC” (Reale Federazione Italiana di   150 
	   Canottaggio) above shield and fasces with Olympic Rings below, reverse inscribed  
	   “PREPARAZIONE / OLYMPIONICA / A. XIV,” suspended from a blue and orange striped  
	   ribbon, fine

10536	  126 Hungarian Team stick-pin, 18x20mm, bronze with black background, showing national   40 
	   flag above legend and Olympic rings

10537	  126 Hungarian Team stick-pin, 18x20mm, bronze with black background, showing national   40 
	   flag above legend and Olympic rings

10538	  126 Hungarian Team badge, 19x25mm, bronze with coloured enamel, showing national flag at   40 
	   top with “OLYMPIA / LONDON / 1948” and coloured Olympic rings

   BADGeS

10539	  126 Commemorative Logo pin badge, 21x32mm, gold plated, showing Houses of Parliament   80 
	   over Olympic rings

10540	  126 Commemorative pin badge, 37mm, multicoloured plastic showing Houses of Parliament   60 
	   above Olympic rings

10541	  126 Commemorative badge, 34mm, coloured iron, showing coloured Olympic rings in front of   50 
	   the Houses of Parliament bordered by legend

   memOrABiliA - PAPer

   OFFiciAl PrOGrAmS, rePOrtS & reSultS

10542	  130 Official Report, English text, 224x292mm, HB, 580pp, front cover a bit worn and   100 
	   nearly separated from the pages, ex library book, contents ok

   miScellAneOuS

 

10543	   Original instructions in Greek for lighting the Olympic Torch, displayed in circular   200 
	   wooden frame under glass, 80mm, fine

The currency used for this sale is the EURO (¤)
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   memOrABiliA - metAl

   PlAqueS

 

10544	   Trial / Experimental plaque, 65x10mm, bronze, showing the Houses of Parliament above   100 
	   the Olympic Rings on one side, the other with discus thrower and space for engraved  
	   name, very fine

   SPOOnS

10545	  126 Sugar Spoon, 105mm, silver plated, showing London logo enamelled in colour at the   60 
	   end of the stem

   PlAStic

   miScellAneOuS

10546	  126 Comb with holder, 104x30mm, blue pattern with affixed coloured Olympic rings and   35 
	   tortoiseshell style plastic comb inside

   1948 St. mOritz

   PuBlicity, ADvertiSinG, cOmmemOrAtive itemS, etc.

10547	 F	 www VIGNETTE: Official vignettes on two Rhone Films illustrated envelopes with Olympic   100 
	    franking & cancels, fine

   1952 helSinki

   iSSueS OF Other cOuntrieS

10548	 A	 130 SAAR: 1952 30f + 5f signed die proof in black, very fine (Mi.315)  200

   memOrABiliA - meDAl & BADGeS

   nOc PinS & meDAlS

10549	  126 Hungarian Team badge, 32x35mm, bronze with coloured enamel, showing national flag   40 
	   with logo (hammer and wheat in a wreath with dove) and coloured Olympic rings and date below

   memOrABiliA - PAPer

10550	  130 Torchbearer’s Plaque, 40x70mm, bronze, showing Olympic rings above radiant flame and legend   80

10551	  130 Pair of Matchbox Holders, 35x57x16mm. One gold plated showing the stadium with   80 
	   Olympic rings on front and crowned shield on reverse. The other, multicoloured,  
	   showing stadium with Olympic rings on front and view of the city on reverse (slightly worn). 

   PhOtOS

10552	  130 PRESS PHOTOGRAPHS: Array of 45 mostly all different press photographs, showing many   Offer 
	   different events, incl. some of the opening ceremony, a fine lot (45 photos) (Est. e 200/300)

   POStcArDS

10553	 F	 130 Five Official postcards from the opening of the Games, showing images of Nurmi with   240 
	   the Torch, etc., fine
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   1952 OSlO

   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

10554	 F	 www Five covers with Olympic franking tied by machine cancels, Holmenkollbakken first   340 
	    day cancel, Olympic cds with Olymiakvatar II straight line alongside, plus postcard  
	    with complete Olympic set tied by Olympic cds & signed by Madeline Berthod who was a  
	    winner in Cortina, a fine group (6)

   PuBlicity, ADvertiSinG, cOmmemOrAtive itemS, etc.

10555	 F	 130 Official Vignette in blue on cover to Sweden with Norway 30ö tied by Olympic roller   120 
	   canceller, fine & scarce usage of the vignette

   miScellAneOuS

10556	  www PRESS PHOTOGRAPHS: Array of 19 mostly different press photographs showing the   Offer 
	    cross-country & down hill skiing, a fine lot (19 photos) (Est. e 100/200)

   1956 melBOurne

   cAncellAtiOnS, hAnDStAmPS, cAchetS, etc.

10557	 F	 130 Organising Committee envelope used with 2s Olympic franking and tied by Olympic   120 
	   slogan cancel, very fine & scarce

10558	 F 130 REGISTERED LABELS: Olympex souvenir cover used with the rare “OLYMPEX MELBOURNE   160 
	   OLYMPIC PHILATELIC EXHIBITION” registered label, with Olympic franking tied by  
	   special red Exhibition cancel, very fine

10559	 F	 130 REGISTERED LABELS: Official souvenir covers used with the rare “RICHMOND PARK KIOSK   400 
	   1”, “RICHMOND PARK KIOSK 2” & “RICHMOND PARK KIOSK 3” registered labels, with  
	   Olympic franking tied by special female runner, runners & Olympic park cancels, very fine

10560	 F	 130 REGISTERED LABELS: Official souvenir covers used with the rare “OLYMPIC VILLAGE   360 
	   VICTORIA” registered labels, with Olympic franking tied by special village, entrance  
	   & torch runner cancels, very fine (3)

10561	 F	 130 REGISTERED LABELS: Official souvenir cover used with the very rare “ST.KILDA PIER /   300 
	   XVI Olympiad...” registered label, with Olympic franking tied by special Sailing  
	   cancel, very fine

10562	 F	 130 REGISTERED LABELS: Official souvenir covers used with the rare “LAKE WENDOUREE”   300 
	   registered labels, with Olympic franking tied by special rowing cancel, very fine

10563	 F	 130 REGISTERED LABELS: Official souvenir cover used with the rare “EXHIBITION BLDG”   200 
	   registered labels, with Olympic franking tied by special weightlifting cancel, very fine 

10564	 F	 130 REGISTERED LABELS: Official souvenir cover used with the rare “BALLARAT VILLAGE”   200 
	   registered labels, with Olympic franking tied by special rowing cancel, very fine

10565	 F	 130 REGISTERED LABELS: Official souvenir cover used with the rare “OLYMPIC PARK (PRESS)”   200 
	   registered label, with Olympic franking tied by special gymnastic cancel, very fine

10566	 F	 130 REGISTERED LABELS: Official souvenir cover used with the rare “MELBOURNE AIRPORT”   200 
	   registered label, with Olympic franking tied by special Torch cancel, very fine

10567	 F	 130 REGISTERED LABELS: Official souvenir cover used with the rare “RICHMOND PARK KIOSK   200 
	   1” registered label, with Olympic franking tied by special pole vault cancel, with  
	   similar on reverse, very fine

10568	 F	 130 REGISTERED LABELS: Official souvenir covers used with the rare “MOBILE POST OFFICE   400 
	   1” & “MOBILE POST OFFICE 2” registered labels, with Olympic franking tied by special  
	   gymnastic & horse jumping cancels, very fine

   PuBlicity, ADvertiSinG, cOmmemOrAtive itemS, etc.

10569	  130 “Official News Service” newsletter numbered 1 to 13 (Dec 1953 to Sep 1956),   200 
	   published by the Australian Organising Committee, n° 10 is a photocopy, fine to very fine
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OLYMPICS
   iSSueS OF Other cOuntrieS

10570	 CC	 130 DOMINICAN REPUBLIC: Imperf & perf mint sheets, both showing WRONG FLAG variety,   500 
	   fresh & very fine, only 300 printed

   miScellAneOuS

 

10571	   Gold Medal Winner’s lapel pin, presented by IOC, 13x15mm, gold plated, showing   220 
	   Olympic rings and laurel branches in “V” shape, numbered, incl. original  
	   presentation case

 

10572	   Car plaque, 105x101mm, stainless steel with coat of arms above “MELBOURNE,” coloured   50 
	   Olympic Rings, and legend, made by H. R. Hobson, fine

 

10573	   Combined East and West German Team Medal, 92mm, white Meissen porcelain, showing   280 
	   coloured Olympic rings borded by Olympic motto and gold laurel sprigs on one side  
	   and “MELBOURNE / 1956” in wreath bordered by inscription.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10570
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   StOckhOlm

10574	  134 Stockholm Equestrian Games. Organizing Committee Badge, 28x52mm, goldplated with   300 
	   yellow and blue enamel showing horse rider above Olympic Rings and legend, with blue  
	   and yellow striped ribbon, missing pin catch on reverse otherwise fine

   1960 rOme

 

10575	   Hungarian Team Badge, 23x27mm, bronze with coloured enamel, showing national flag   40 
	   with logo (shield inside a wreath) below coloured Olympic rings and “ROMA-1960.”

   PuBlicity, ADvertiSinG, cOmmemOrAtive itemS, etc.

10576	  134 Official Bulletins, complete set of 22 (from Apr 1957 to Oct 1960), published by the   200 
	   Italian Oraganising Committee, with Italian, French and English text, fine to very fine

   iSSueS OF Other cOuntrieS

10577	 CC	  PARAGUAY: 1960 Basketball set on cover with special cancel, plus normal set &   100 
	   commemoration set for the 1960 Games perf & imperf., plus miniature sheets, fine

10578	 P	 134 TOGO: 1960 Summer Games set of 4 and Winter Games set of 3, signed artist’s die   240 
	   proofs, very fine (Yv. 300-306)

   memOrABiliA

 

10579	   Athlete’s badge, 37x47mm, copper, with Games logo bordered by wreath with “ATLETA”   100 
	   below on orange bar, usual oxidised appearance, fine

10580	  www TICKETS: Attractive group of 73 tickets for various events & the open ceremony, some   Offer 
	    tickets overprinted ANNULLATO, plus four others, a fine lot (77) (Est. e 300/500)

   1964 tOkyO

 

10581	   Commemorative Medal, 60mm, hallmarked silver, showing competing sprinters on front   90 
	   and Olympic rings, torch and date on reverse, some discolouration.
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   1964 tOkyO (cOnt.)

10582	  www PRESS PHOTOGRAPHS: Array of 14 mostly all different press photographs, showing   Offer 
	    mainly athletics, a fine lot (14 photos) (Est. e100/150)

10583	 CC	F	G	 www STAMPS & COVERS: Specialised assembly with a complete set of 1961 mint in complete   Offer 
	    sheets of 20 & first day covers & presentation folders, plus 1964 issued set for the  
	    Games in souvenir sheet form, plus sets & sheets on presentation cards etc., with  
	    special cancels all from the host country, plus some covers & cards from other  
	    countries, etc., a fine lot, an excellent basis for expansion (90+ items) (Est. e 200/300)

10584	  134 TICKETS: Attractive group of 29 tickets for various events & the open ceremony, plus   Offer 
	   two Press passes, a fine lot (31) (Est. e 200/400)

   1964 innSBruck

10585	 CC	F	G	 www STAMPS & COVERS: Specialised assembly with a complete set of mint in corner marginal   Offer 
	    blocks of four & first day covers with special cancels all from the host country, plus 
	    set of Austrian Airlines special cancels on covers & some postcards, etc, plus a few 
	    covers & cards from other countries, etc., a fine lot (Est. e 100/200)

   1968 meXicO

10586	  134 Commemorative lighter, 38x57mm, ornately decorated with Mexican flag and Olympic   60 
	   legend, made by Hestia

10587	  134 Commemorative Medal, 40mm, silver by Holl, Germany, showing Aztec bordered by   30 
	   geometric pattern and legend on front and Olympic rings surrounded by images of 4  
	   events on the reverse, toned

10588	  134 PRESS PHOTOGRAPHS: Attractive array of 76 different press photographs showing a fine   Offer 
	   array of different events, medal ceremonies, etc., the more famous include image of  
	   Bob Beamon & USA with the first three palces in the the 400m all wearing black  
	   berets as a symbol of “Black Power,” a wonderful lot for the student of the 1968  
	   Games (76 photos) (Est. e 400/800)

10589	  134 TICKETS: Attravtive group of 27 tickets to various events, plus 5 bus tickets, a   Offer 
	   fine lot (32) (Est. e 100/200)

   1968 GrenOBle

10590	  134 PRESS PHOTOGRAPHS: Array of 7 different press photographs showing the Lighting of   Offer 
	   the Flame, arrival of President Charles de Gaulle, etc., a fine lot (7 photos) (Est. e 50/100 

10591	 A	B	CC	 134 STAMPS & COVERS: Complete set of five proofs from the host country, plus set on FDC   Offer 
	 F	H	  (5), plus array of postcards also with first day cancels (11), plus 8 unused  
	   vignettes, plus block & covers from other countries etc., an fine lot (Est. e 200/300)

10592	 CC	F	H	 www STAMPS & COVERS: Complete set of mint & miniature sheets from the host country, plus   Offer 
	    set on FDC (8), plus array of postcards also with first day cancels (5), plus array  
	    of covers & cards, special cancels from other countries etc., also 1965-66 Mexican  
	    pre-olympic sets, an fine lot (Est. e 200/400)

10593	  134 TICKETS: Attractive group of 13 tickets for various events & the open ceremony, some   Offer 
	   with SPECIMEN hs’s in blue, a fine lot (13) (Est. e 100/200)

Auction Bids
The auction bidding steps are as follows:

	e	 50	-	 100	 e	 5	 e	 500	 -	 1000	 e	 50		 e	 5000	 -	 10000	 e	 500
	e	 100	-	 200	 e	 10	 e	 1000	 -	 2000	 e	 100	 e	 10000	 -	 20000	 e	 1000
	e	 200	-	 500	 e	 20	 e	 2000	 -	 5000	 e	200	 e	 20000	 -	 50000	 e	 2000
	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 e			50000	 -	100000	 e	 5000

 Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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OLYMPICS
   1972 munich

 

10594	   73rd IOC Session in Munich IOC badge with gold ribbon inscribed “CIO,” fine  150

10595	   73rd IOC Session in Munich badge with blue ribbon, fine  100

10596	  138 Swimming referee photo ID badge of Erich Borgers, 40x110mm, fine  100

10597	  138 Unused photo ID badge, 40x110mm, fine  100

10598	  138 Lasse Viren commemorative bronze medal, a Finnish long-distance runner and Olympic   70 
	   winner over 5’000 and 10’000 metres in Munich 1972 and Montreal 1976, incl. original case

 

10599	   1970 IOC Session in Amsterdam badge, silvered circular centre with Amsterdam shield   150 
	   above “I.O.C. 1970” with blue rosette, very fine

10600	 A	 138 1969 Unadopted essays by Cordier depicting Water Polo, 237x135mm, two handpainted in   120 
	   different colours, one in pencil (3)

10601	 CC	J	 138 ISRAEL: 1972 Commemoration of the murdered sportmen, complete mint sheet of 20 and   400 
	   very rare complete imperf sheet of 20 with all colours missing (black only), a very  
	   fine showpiece

10602	  138 TICKETS: Attractive group of 200+ tickets, passes for various events & the open   Offer 
	   ceremony, some used with stamps cancelled by special Olympic cachets, a fine &  
	   scarce assembly (200+) (Est. e 600/1’000)

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10594
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   1972 SAPPOrO

 

10603	   Gold medal winner’s lapel pin presented by the IOC, 13x15mm, gold plated, showing   150 
	   Olympic Rings and laurel branches in “V” shape, numbered 5771, incl. original card  
	   and presentation case, very fine

10604	  138 TICKETS: Attravtive group of 15 tickets, all but one appear to be complete and are   Offer 
	   from a variety of events incl. Women’s & Men’s Speed Skating, Ice Hockey, Women’s &  
	   Men’s Giant Slalom, Women’s & Men’s Slalom etc., plus Bus Ticket & Lottery Ticket, a  
	   fine lot (17) (Est. e 300/600)

   1976 mOntreAl

10605	  138 Official Olympic Torch, 660mm, red aluminium handle with games logo, black burner at   2’000 
	   top, very fine and scarce

10606	  142 “Official Medal Folio of the Summer Olympic Games 1908-1976,” issued by the IOC, red   400 
	   leather folder containing 15 silver 40mm reproductions of the participation medals, very fine

10607	  142 “The Official History of the Olympic Games,” a limited edition proof set of   200 
	   medallions minted by the Franklin Mint, containing 50 sterling silver medallions  
	   depicting memorable scenes from each of the different games up to 1976, very fine

 

10608	   Gold medal winner’s lapel pin presented by the IOC, 13x15mm, gold plated, showing   150 
	   Olympic Rings and laurel branches in “V” shape, numbered 3515, incl. original card  
	   and presentation case, very fine

10609	  142 Security ID badge, 72x104mm, plastic case with clip-on holding purple card with   50 
	   “Securité / Security” and ID details, fine

10610	  142 TICKETS: Attractive group of 79 tickets including the open & closing ceremony,   Offer 
	   various events with Archery, Athletics, Basketball, Boxing, Canoeing, Cycling,  
	   Fencing, Football, Gymnastics, Handball, Judo, Rowing, Swimming, Volleyball,  
	   Wrestling, Weightlifting etc., some duplication, a fine & scarce assembly (79) (Est. e 300/500)

   1976 innSBruck

 

10611	   Participant’s medal, 50mm, silvered bronze, showing the town in front of mountains,   180 
	   reverse with Games legend, tarnished as is common with this medal

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10603
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   1980 mOScOw

 

10612	   Organising Committee honour award medal, with Games logo hanging from multi-coloured   100 
	   bar, reverse with Russian legend, incl. certificate, fine

10613	  142 TICKETS: Attractive group of 166 tickets including various events with Basketball,   Offer 
	   Boxing, Diving, Equestrian, Fencing, Football, Gymnastics, Handball, Hockey, Judo,  
	   Modern Pentathlon, Rowing, Shooting, Swimming, Track & Field, Volleyball,  
	   Weightlifting, Wrestling, Yachting etc., some duplication, a fine & scarce assembly  
	   (166) (Est. e 600/900)

   1980 lAke PlAciD

10614	  142 Official Report, English and French text, 220x286mm, HB, 223pp, white cover with   70 
	   gilt inlay logo, very fine

   1984 lOS AnGeleS

 

10615	   Official Report, 2 volumes, French text, 278x402mm, in original slip case, very fine  300

10616	  142 1985 90th IOC Session in Berlin, President’s badge with green ribbon and chain,   200 
	   incl. original pouch, very fine

10617	  142 TICKETS: Attractive group of 148+ tickets including the open ceremony (18), various   Offer 
	   events with Archery, Baseball, Basketball, Boxing, Canoeing, Diving, Equestrian,  
	   Fencing, Field Hockey, Gymnastics, Modern Pentathlon, Rowing, Shooting, Soccer,  
	   Swimming, Track & Field, Team Handball, Tennis, Water Polo, Wrestling, Weightlifting  
	   etc., some duplication, a fine & scarce assembly (148+) (Est. e 500/800)
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OLYMPICS
   1988 cAlGAry

 

10618	   Participant’s medal, 63mm, bronze, showing Olympic stadium in front of mountains,   180 
	   reverse with Games legend, incl. original box and slip case, very fine

   1988 SeOul

 

10619	   Participant’s medal, 60mm, bronze, showing temple in front of mountains, reverse   180 
	   with Games legend, very fine

condition of covers
Extremely Fine / Superb – outstanding, the envelope shows only the slightest amount of wear, the stamp 

and cancel appear fresh
Very Fine – choice condition, the envelope shows typical slight soiling or wear from usage
Fine to Very Fine – normal condition, the envelope shows a bit heavier wear or soiling
Fine – evident wear, still a presentable example

Light edge wear, top backflap faults, slight reductions at one side, and file folds are normal for 19th Century 
covers. Also normal are light cleaning and small mends along the edges. They are to be expected and and 
are not always described, and are not grounds for return.
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10620	   1991 IOC Session in Tokyo. Berlin 2000 bid badge, 33x40, gold plated, showing   200 
	   Brandenburg Gate above Olympic Rings and white ribbon inscribed “BERLIN / 2000”

   1992 AlBertville

10621	 CC	  1992 Winter Games souvenir sheetlet in black, very fine  100

   1992 BArcelOnA

10622	  142 Participant’s medal, 69mm, burnished copper, showing sunshine and sea pattern,   80 
	   reverse with Games legend, incl. original pouch, very fine

   1994 lillehAmmer

 

10623	   Participant’s medal, 61x74, bronze, showing Games legend with various athletes in   150 
	   the background, incl. original wooden display case, very fine

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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   cOllectiOnS, lOtS, etc.

10624	   1940-2012, Collection of miscellaneous paper items contained in 4 cartons,   Offer 
	   everything from Official items such as programmes, results, bulletins, brochures,  
	   forms, letters, etc., stamps (incl. Olympic philatellic expo material), souvenir  
	   magazines, flyers, and so on, and great lot to look through (Est. e 400/600)

 

10625	   1956-96, Collection of ca .800 pins, incl. NOC and team pins (at least 14 non-USA),   Offer 
	   Bid pins (4), broadcasters, sponsors and Coca Cola pins, as well as some non-Olympic  
	   athletics pins, from both Summer and Winter Games, majority from 1988-96, some  
	   duplication, a treasure trove for the pin collector or dealer (Est. e 300/500)

10626	  142 Lottery Tickets: 1924-98, An attractive valuable & scarce accumulation of tickets,   1’700 
	   better items include Amsterdam 1925 ticket for the 1928 Games, Swedish ticket for  
	   the 1924 Games, the very rare Italy 1932 ticket, the very rare Austrian ticket for  
	   the 1936 Winter Games, Finish 1938 ticket for the 1940 Games, the very rare Czech  
	   1947 ticket for the 1948 Games, the rare Oslo 1952 ticket, the very rare Melbourne  
	   1956 ticket, the rare Grenoble 1968 ticket, Sweden 1984 ticket & Nagano 1998 ticket,  
	   plus much more, a wonderful lot for the student & specialist (70+ tickets)

10627	 F	 www Vignettes: 1900-1980, Attractive group of 39 covers, mostly modern showing a fine   240 
	    array of vignettes used in combination with regular issues, many philatelic, a  
	    scarce assembly

ùlú

Additional images of items from larger lots may be available 
at www.davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10624
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10625
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10625
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10625
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10626
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=114&cat=10627


For Sale by Private Treaty:
1896 & 1906 - The Unique Pair of  
Envelopes bearing the complete sets   used on the First Day of the Games
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View	our	catalogues	and	bid	on-line	at	www.davidfeldman.com

For Sale by Private Treaty:
1896 & 1906 - The Unique Pair of  
Envelopes bearing the complete sets   used on the First Day of the Games

David Feldman SA, 175 route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland

Tel: +41 22 727 07 77, Fax: +41 22 727 07 78
E-mail: admin@davidfeldman.com; Web site: www.davidfeldman.com

Offices in Geneva, Hong Kong and New York; further representation in 25 cities on all 5 continents
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For Sale by Private Treaty
The Maurizio Tecardi Collections of  

1896 & 1906 Athens Olympic Games
This unique offering by private treaty gives the 
potenial purchaser any array of rare & important 
postal history pertaining to the first two Athens 
Games of the modern  
era. These collections are as follows:

1. 1896 Destimation Mail: This collections of 
envelopes all bear the stamps of the first 
Olympic Games in a wide variety of com-
binations & paying a wide variety of postal 
rates to an array of different destinations. 

2. 1896 The Olympic Year Collection: This is 
a collection of Olympic stamps each with 
clear cancels from the First Day of the 
Games on March 25 all the way through 
the entire Olympic year to December 31, an 
unique museum assembly showing all 282 
days of the first modern Olympic year 

3. 1896 The Olympic Specialized Cancella-
tion Collection: An attractive assembly of 
cancellations mounted on 32 album pages 
showing a fine array of the Tameion seals, 
plus a fine ranges of maritime cancels 

4. 1896 Olympic Issues with the 1900 Sur-
charges: Collection and detailed study of 
the 1900 overprints including a complete 
sheet of the 5L on 1D blue & complete 
sheet of the 2D on 10D brown, plus array 
of all value some showing DOUBLE SUR-
CHARGE varieties & much more. 

5. 1906 Olympic Games Specialized Collec-
tion: An attractive assembly of proofs, mint 
& used multiples, varieties, postal history 
with rates & registered usages, cancella-
tions mounted on 46 album pages show-
ing strength in maritime postmarks, plus 
Stadion & Akropolis circular date stamps 
etc., plus some useful fiscal documents, all 
mounted on 46 album pages

The Maurizio Tecardi Collections
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The Unique Set of 1896 Athens Olympics 
in Complete Sheets

For Sale by Private Treaty
1896, The First Olympic Games complete set of eleven 
values from 1 Lepta to 10 Drachma in complete mint 
never hinged sheets - the only complete set known.
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David Feldman SA, 175 route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland
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Offices in Geneva, Hong Kong and New York; further representation in 25 cities on all 5 continents
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The Jim Greensfelder Collection of Olympic Participation Medals
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The Jim Greensfelder Collection of Olympic Participation Medals

For Sale by Private Treaty
1896-2010, Without doubt one of the most important collections of Participation medals ever formed. This complete collection contains 
215 Participation Medals from the First Athens Games of 1896, including both Summer & Winter Games through to last Games at  
Vancouver in 2010.

Price on Request
1�3
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David	Feldman	SA	are	pleased	to	handle	your	bids,	representing	you		
as	if	you	were	present	in	the	auction	room.	

However,	if	you	would	like	to	be	represented	by	a	professional	bidding	agent,	we	list		
below	a	number	of	persons	who	regularly	bid	at	our	sales	on	behalf	of	clients.	

Further	names	of	agents	in	other	areas	can	be	supplied	on	request.

Australia
Hugh Freeman:  Tel: +61 (0)2 9977 5635
   E-mail: hhf@optusnet.com.au

Germany
Jochen Heddergott: Tel: +49 (0)89 272 1683, Fax: +49 (0)89 272 1685 
   Mobile: +49 (0)151 4040 9090 
   E-mail: jh@philagent.com

Lorenz Kirchheim:  Tel. +49 (0)40 645 32 545; Fax: +49 (0)40 645 32 241 
   E-mail: Lorenz.Kirchheim@t-online.de

Great Britain
Jean Lancaster:   Tel: +44 (0)208 547 1220, Fax: +44 (0) 208 547 3739

Mary Weeks:  Tel: +44 (0) 208 393 8217, Fax: +44 (0)208 393 1332 
   E-mail: mary@maryweeks.demon.co.uk

Italy
Giacomo Bottacchi: Tel: +39 02 718 023, Mobile: +39 (0)339 730 9312 
   E-mail: gbstamps@iol.it

Switzerland
Hanspeter Thalmann: Tel: +41 (0)44 780 6163, Mobile: +41 (0)79 605 3729 
   Fax: +41 (0)44 780 5078 
   E-mail: phips.thalmann@bluewin.ch

USA
Charles E. Cwiakala: Tel: +1 847 823 8747 
   E-mail: cecwiakala@aol.com 

Purser & Associates: Tel: +1 857 928 5140 
   E-mail: info@pursers.com

David Feldman SA, 175 route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland

Tel: +41 22 727 07 77, Fax: +41 22 727 07 78
E-mail: admin@davidfeldman.com; Web site: www.davidfeldman.com

Offices in Geneva, Hong Kong and New York; further representation in 25 cities on all 5 continents

Auction Bidding Agents - David Feldman SA 



David Feldman SA - Conditions of Sale
The currency of the auction is the Euro (e) 

Participation	in	any	David	Feldman	S.A.	auction	means	acceptance in full	of	the	following	
conditions	as	well	as	any	rights	and	obligations	arising	therefrom.	These	same	conditions	
also	apply	to	all	transactions	in	auction	lots	taking	place	outside	the	realm	of	the	auctions.	
DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.,	organiser	of	the	auctions,	acts	as	an	agent	only	and	is	not	liable	in	any	
way	whatsoever	for	any	default(s)	of	purchaser(s)	and/or	vendor(s).
1. THE AUCTION LOTS ARE OFFERED
1.1	As	presented	in	the	relative	auction	catalogue	and/or	through	the	David	Feldman	S.A.	
website.	Lots	are	meticulously	described	and	with	the	greatest	care,	however	without	respon-
sibility.	Photographs	count	as	part	of	the	description	with	regard	to	the	margins,	perforation,	
centering,	postmarks	and	all	other	visible	attributes.	The	descriptions	of	the	lots	mention	if	the	
items	are	signed	by	recognised	experts	and/or	accompanied	by	expert	certificates.
1.2	 	As	 viewed	 in	person:	before	and	during	auction	 sales,	 persons	or	 their	 agents	may		
examine	lots	at	our	offices	or	at	the	auction	location,	and	must	provide	their	auction	invitation	
before	viewing.	Persons	or	their	agents	attending	a	Live	Room	auction	by	invitation	and/or	
who	have	viewed	 lots	before	an	auction	are	understood	 to	have	examined	all	 lots	which	
they	purchase	and	accept	them	as	they	are	at	the	moment	of	the	knocking-down	and	not	
necessarily	as	described.
2. AUCTION BIDS
2.1	The	auction	bid	steps	for	all	auctions	are	as	follows:	(some	auctions	may	be	in	other	
currencies	than	Euros)
	 ¤	 50	 -	 100	 ¤	 5	 ¤	2000	 -	 5000	 ¤	 200
	 ¤	100	 -	 200	 ¤	10	 ¤	5000	 -	10000	 ¤	 500
	 ¤	200	 -	 500	 ¤	20	 ¤	10000	 -	20000	 ¤	1000
	 ¤	500	 -	1000	 ¤	50	 ¤	20000	 -	50000	 ¤	2000
	 ¤	1000	-	2000	 ¤	100	 ¤	50000	-	100000	 ¤	5000
Bids	between	these	steps	will	be	adjusted	accordingly	to	the	next	highest	bid	step.	The	bidder	
is	bound	by	his	offer	until	a	higher	bid	has	been	validly	accepted.
2.2	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	has	full	discretion	to	refuse	any	bidding,	to	divide	any	lot	or	lots,	
to	combine	any	two	or	more	lots	and	to	withdraw	any	lot	or	lots	from	the	sale	without	in	any	
case	giving	any	reason.	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	may	also	bid	on	behalf	of	vendors	in	cases	
where	reserve	prices	have	been	fixed.	In	these	cases,	the	vendor	is	treated	as	a	buyer	and	the	
auctioneer	shall	bid	on	his	behalf	up	to	reserve	prices.	If	the	reserve	price	fixed	by	the	vendor	
is	not	reached,	the	auctioneer	passes	to	the	next	lot	by	a	simple	knock	of	the	hammer.
2.3	Bid	orders	are	only	accepted	from	registered	clients	of	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	and/or	its	
associated	companies.	Live	Room	bidders	must	present	their	invitation	prior	to	obtaining	a	
bidding	number.
2.4.	Bid	orders	received	by	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	including	via	its	website	before	the	relative	
auctions	have	priority	over	room	bids	in	the	case	of	Live	Room	auctions.	Clients	giving	bid-
ding	instructions	to	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	may	make	alternative	offers	and/or	limit	the	total	
of	their	expenditure	in	advance.	Bids	marked	"BUY"	are	considered	as	up	to	ten	times	the	
quoted	estimate	price	where	such	exists.	Bids	made	in	other	currencies	than	the	advertised	
currency	of	the	auction	will	be	converted	into	that	currency	at	the	market	rate	of	the	day	of	
receipt	by	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	Bids	are	standing	and	hold	good	for	at	least	60	days	from	
the	auction	period.	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	reserves	the	right	to	invoice	bidders	up	to	the	end	
of	the	60	day	period,	payment	being	due	immediately.
3. THE AUCTION
3.1	Unless	explicitly	stated	otherwise,	the	currency	of	the	auction	is	Euros.	Attendance	at	the	
Live	Room	auction	is	reserved	for	invited	clients	and/or	their	agents.
3.2	Prerogatives	of	David	Feldman	S.A.:	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	may	withdraw,	group	differently,	
divide	or	refuse	to	knock	down	any	lot.	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	reserves	the	right	to	refuse	
any	bid	orders	and/or	for	Live	Room	auctions,	refuse	admittance	to	the	auction	room,	at	its	
discretion,	to	anybody	whomsoever.	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	cannot	be	held	responsible	for	any	
physical	accident	that	may	occur	on	the	premises	where	auctions	take	place.
3.3	Bidders'	representatives	and	auction	agents:	any	person	bidding	for	the	account	of	a	third	
party	is	fully	liable	for	any	obligation	arising	from	such	bidding.	This	responsibility	is	notably	
applicable	for	the	verification	of	the	condition	and	for	the	payment	of	purchased	lots.
3.4	Winning	Bids:	each	lot	is	sold	on	behalf	of	the	respective	owner	to	the	highest	bidder	
who	becomes	the	buyer	at	one	bid	step	over	the	next	highest	bid	step;	this	is	the	knock-
down	price.	In addition to the knock-down price, the buyer pays an all-in fee of 20% to 
cover commission, charges and expenses including lotting fees, insurance, packing, 
export formalities etc. whether all incurred in particular cases or not. Cost of postage or 
shipping for all lots is additional and will be invoiced separate from the buyer all-in fee. 
On	the	knock	of	the	hammer,	liability	for	the	lots	passes	to	the	bidder	whose	bids	have	been	
accepted.	The	lots	are	delivered	to	the	buyer	when	the	total	sale	price	(knock-down	price	
plus	all	fees	including	postage	or	shipping)	have	been	paid	in	full.
VAT	(Sales	Tax)	-	Notes	for	guidance	concerning	auctions	for	which	the	lots	are	located	in	
Switzerland:	buyers	domiciled	abroad	are	not	 liable	 for	 this	 tax	once	 the	goods	are	duly	
exported	from	Switzerland.	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	are	pleased	to	arrange	this	export;	alter-
natively,	clients	may	make	their	own	arrangements	and	furnish	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	with	
proof	of	export,	stamped	by	Swiss	customs.	Any	purchases	by	buyers	who	wish	to	keep	their	
purchases	in	Switzerland	will	be	liable	to	VAT	at	8%	of	the	purchase	price	in	Swiss	Francs	at	
the	converted	Euro	value	during	the	auction.
3.5	Payment:	Sale	price	plus	commission	and	postage	or	shipping	(if	any)	are	due	for	imme-
diate	payment	as	invoiced	against	delivery	of	the	lots.	Payment	in	other	currencies	is	accepted	
at	the	rates	of	exchange	of	the	day	as	quoted	by	a	Swiss	major	bank.	The	bidders	who	are	
	successful	with	whom	it	has	been	expressly	agreed	that	they	pay	after	the	sale	under	special	
conditions,	are	due	to	pay	the	sale	price	and	the	commission	according	to	those	terms.	In	
these	cases,	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	keeps	the	relevant	lots	which	are	delivered	to	the	buyers	
on	full	settlement	of	their	account.	Delivery	of	the	purchased	lots	by	post,	courier	or	any	other	

means	if	instructed	by	the	buyer	including	cost	of	normal	transit	insurance	cover	is	at	the	
expense	of	the	buyer.	Title	or	ownership	of	the	purchased	lots,	delivered	or	not,	remains	with	
the	auctioneer	on	behalf	of	the	seller	until	payment	has	been	made	in	full.
3.6	Special	extended	payment	facility:	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	may	offer	a	special	extended	
payment	facility	for	buyers.	In	these	cases,	the	buyer	may	choose	to	pay	a	minimum	of	25%	
of	the	total	invoice	immediately,	and	the	balance	over	a	maximum	period	of	6	months,	paying	
an	equal	instalment	at	the	end	of	each	month.	Interest	plus	charges	of	1%	is	debited	to	the	
buyer's	account	at	the	end	of	each	month	from	the	auction	date.	When	the	special	extended	
payment	 facility	 has	been	granted,	 the	 buyer	 understands	 that	 any	 claims	 regarding	his	
purchases	must	be	made	within	30	days	of	the	auction	sale	date,	even	though	the	lots	may	
be	held	by	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	awaiting	full	settlement	of	the	account.	Until	delivery,	all	lots	
may	be	examined	by	their	respective	buyers	at	the	offices	of	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.
3.7	Pledge:	until	 full	settlement	of	the	account,	the	buyer	grants	to	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	
a	pledge	on	any	and	all	properties	held	by	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.,	acquired	prior	to,	during	
and/or	after	any	auction.	This	pledge	secures	the	repayment	of	any	amount	due	in	principals,	
interests,	 commissions,	 costs	 and	 other	 possible	 fees.	 DAVID	 FELDMAN	 S.A.	 is	 entitled,	
but	not	obliged,	to	realise	freely	the	pledge	assets	without	further	formalities	and	without	
previous	notice	if	the	buyer	is	in	default	with	the	payment	of	his	debts	or	with	the	fulfilment	
of	any	other	obligation	hereunder.	For	this	purpose,	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	is	not	bound	to	
comply	with	the	formalities	of	the	Federal	Law	dealing	with	actions	for	debt	and	bankruptcy	
proceedings;	 in	addition,	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	may	choose	to	 institute	or	go	on	with	the	
usual	proceedings	without	having	beforehand	sold	the	pledged	goods	and	without	having	
moreover	given	them	up.
4. GUARANTEE
4.1	Extent	of	the	guarantee:	subject	to	paragraph	4.3	below,	the	authenticity	of	all	philatelic	
items	sold	in	the	auction	is	guaranteed	for	a	period	of	30	days	from	the	auction	date,	with	
the	express	exclusion	of	any	other	fault(s).	Any	reclamation	regarding	authenticity	must	come	
to	the	notice	of	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	on	the	delivery	of	the	lots	but	at	the	latest	within	30	
days	from	that	date.	Before	delivery,	which	may	take	place	after	the	30	days	period,	the	lots	
purchased	may	be	examined	at	the	Geneva	offices	of	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	The	buyer	whose	
reclamation	is	made	after	30	days	from	the	auction	date	loses	all	rights	to	the	guarantee.	
Such	reclamation	will	not	be	valid	by	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A..	If	an	extension	of	the	period	is	
required	in	order	to	substantiate	the	claim	with	an	expertise,	a	request	for	such	extension	
must	be	made	to	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	within	30	days	of	the	auction	date.	No	request	for	
extension	will	be	considered	beyond	this	30	days	period.	The	results	of	 the	expertise	 for	
which	an	extension	was	agreed	must	come	to	the	notice	of	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	within	3	
months	of	the	auction	date.	No	further	extension	of	the	period	will	be	considered	without	the	
express	agreement	in	writing	of	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	Only	claims,	expertise	results	or	other	
details	which	are	made	within	the	agreed	periods	will	be	valid.
4.2	 Expertise	 and	 counter-expertise:	 should	 the	 authenticity	 of	 a	 lot	 be	 questioned,	 the	
buyer	 is	obliged	 to	provide	an	expertise	or	counter-expertise	 from	a	prominent	expert	 in	
the	field,	justifying	the	claim.	If	a	stamp	is	found	by	a	recognised	expert,	 	taking	financial	
responsibility	for	errors,	to	have	been	forged,	he	may	mark	it	accordingly.	Consequently,	the	
marking	"FALSCH"	(forged)	is	not	considered	an	alteration.	In	the	case	of	such	reclamation,	
DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	reserves	the	right	to	request,	at	its	own	discretion,	one	or	more	further	
expertise(s).	All	expertise	and	relative	charges	accrue	to	the	vendor's	account	in	the	case	of	
a	justified	claim,	or	to	the	buyer's	account	if	the	claim	is	not	justified.	In	the	case	of	a	justified	
claim,	the	lot	is	taken	back	and	the	knock-down	price	plus	the	commission	are	refunded	to	
the	buyer.	In	the	case	of	delayed	payment	due	to	expertise	agreed	by	David	Feldman	S.A.,	
interest	is	charged	at	50%	of	the	standard	rate	for	all	cleared	lots.	If	David	Feldman	S.A.	has	
not	agreed,	then	full	interest	is	due.
4.3	Exclusions:	lots	described	as	collections,	accumulations,	selections,	groups	and	those	
containing	duplicates	cannot	be	the	subject	of	any	claim.	Claims	concerning	lots	described	
as	a	set	or	groups	of	sets	containing	more	than	one	stamp,	can	only	be	considered	under	
the	terms	of	paragraph	4.1	above	if	they	relate	to	less	than	one	third	of	the	total	value	of	
the	lot.	Lots	which	have	been	examined	by	the	buyer	or	his	agent,	lots	described	as	having	
defects	or	faults	cannot	be	subjected	to	a	claim	regarding	defects	or	faults.	lllustrated	lots	
cannot	be	subjected	to	a	claim	because	of	perforations,	centering,	margins	or	other	factors	
shown	in	the	illustrations.	
4.4		Late	Payment:	if	payment	of	the	knock-down	price	plus	commission	due	by	the	buyer	
is	not	made	within	30	days	of	the	date	of	the	auction,	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	reserves	the	
right	to	cancel	the	sale	and	dispose	of	the	lot(s)	elsewhere	and/or	to	make	a	recourse	to	any	
legal	proceedings	in	order	to	obtain	payment	of	the	amounts	due	as	well	as	for	any	incurred	
damages	and	losses	and	any	legal	expenses.	A	charge	on	overdue	payment	of	at	least	5%	
for	the	first	month	and	2%	per	month	afterwards	plus	expenses	incurred	is	chargeable	on	
any	outstanding	amount	after	30	days	of	the	date	of	the	auction.	The	buyer	who	is	in	default	
in	any	way	whatsoever	has	no	right	of	claim	under	any	circumstances.

4.5	Exceptionally,	the	adjudication	price	will	be	reduced	to	the	lowest	winning	bid	where	it	
is	shown	that	a	buyer	has	inadvertently	increased	the	price	by	using	more	than	one	medium	
of	bidding	on	the	same	lot.
5. APPLICABLE LAW AND JURISDICTION
Unless	otherwise	stated,	all	auctions	as	well	as	any	rights	and	obligations	arising	from	them	
shall	be	governed	exclusively	by	Swiss	law.	Any	legal	action	or	proceeding	with	respect	to	
the	auctions	shall	be	submitted	to	the	exclusive	jurisdiction	of	the	courts	of	Geneva,	subject	
to	appeal	to	the	Swiss	Federal	Court	in	Lausanne.	In	every	case,	DAVID	FELDMAN	S.A.	shall	
also	be	entitled,	at	its	discretion,	to	sue	any	buyer	in	default	at	his	place	of	residence;	in	such	
case,	Swiss	law	shall	remain	applicable	and	in	the	case	of	issues	regarding	price	value,	the	
Euro	is	converted	at	its	Swiss	franc	value	at	the	time	of	the	auction.
6.	All	Transactions:	these	Conditions	of	Sale	apply	to	all	transactions	of	every	kind	including	
those	outside	the	auctions,	with	David	Feldman	SA																																											¤/10/2011	
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At David Feldman, 
Excellence in Philately, a 
Passion for Rarities, and 
Where Results Matter

This catalogue is typical of the presentation, preparation and philatelic knowledge we bring to EVERY major property 
consigned to us for sale through our semi-annual Geneva auctions. Our knowledgeable staff of philatelists and 
specialists work to create a true “labour of love” which showcases appropriately EVERY rarity, specialised collection 
and large lot, based on over 40 years’ experience in the philatelic marketplace.

The “Crown Jewel” of Philately, the famous “Bordeaux Cover,” franked by the 
complete 1847 “Post Office” issue of Mauritius, sold through our auctions in 
1993 for CHF 6'123'750 − the all-time world’s record for ANY philatelic item!

If YOU have a property which may be for sale in the future, it will literally pay you to contact us. Every auction company 
trumpets “high prices,” but we have set - and hold - world record prices in every area of philately, from individual 
rarities to large lots. If you want to be sure of obtaining a great result for your great philatelic property, contact us 
as early as possible, because preparation in good time is key.

Our Geneva auction series each Spring and Autumn both offer highly specialised collections offered intact, diverse 
large lots and estates, plus individual stamps and postal history from the world over, with separate specialised auction 
catalogues as warranted.

Items for inclusion in our Autumn auctions in Geneva must reach us by late August, and for our Spring auctions by 
late January. We can arrange to meet you at your home or office, as we also have offices in Hong Kong and New 
York, and representatives in 25 countries, on every continent, world-wide.

If results matter to you (and we are sure that they do), call or write to us so that we can begin to work together, as your 
“reliable partner,” towards the intelligent presentation and promotion of your collection, exhibit or other holding..



 DO YOU HAVE 
  a Grand Prix, Large Gold Medal or Award-Winning collection?

 DO YOU THINK  

  you will sell your collection within the next 5 years?

So if your answer to both these questions is "yes," then we invite you to phone or write to us  
      personally to discuss the possibilities.

Taking account of the last 40 years, we have regularly offered many exceptional collections of
     Grand Prix and Large Gold status. We have often achieved results including world record prices 
that have astonished the owners. These 40 years of experience and achievements have established 
us as an organisation we believe second to none in the philatelic world. 

A flexible and most comprehensive range of expertise permits us to tailor our services to the  
      needs and requirements of each important collection.  But we also like to cater to the needs 
and desires of its owner. Substantial cash advance facilities and flexible commission arrangements 
are part of our standard service.

Marketing: the selling of a well-known collection can always benefit from early planning  
     and a well-defined strategy to ensure a successful result. Global promotion through the 
latest internet technology was pioneered by David Feldman auctions (“live” multi-city and home  
participation starting in the year 2000, now including “live” audio from the auction room). 

Preparation: beautiful catalogues of high academic form and content, presence at major  
     exhibitions and year-long worldwide promotion make each auction a major philatelic event.

Satisfaction: the David Feldman Company has auctioned more Grand Prix and Large Gold Medal  
      collections, and achieved more world record prices from every area of philately, than any other 
company in the history of philately! Ask some of those who already have sold with us. Think it over 
and contact us at your convenience.

Our staff philatelists: 
David Feldman, Marcus Orsi, Anders Thorell, Gaël Caron, Ricky Verra and Karol Weyna.

Our contributors and outside experts: 
Daniel Mirecki, David MacDonnell, Michael Tseriotis, Tony Banwell and others. 

David Feldman has sold far more Grand Prix collections than any other company in history

David Feldman SA, 175 route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel:	+41	22	727	07	77,	Fax:	+41	22	727	07	78,	E-mail:	admin@davidfeldman.com,	Web	site:	www.davidfeldman.com

Offices in Geneva, Hong Kong and New York; representation in 25 cities on all 5 continents



David Feldman SA

“Great Philatelic Collections”
Deluxe HarDbounD numbereD limiteD eDitions (250 eacH)
AwArd-winning philAtelic treAsures for every philAtelic bookshelf.

the following hAve AlreAdy been printed or Are being prepAred:

 ® egypt: postAl services in the suez cAnAl zone

  formed by sAmir fikry

 ® finlAnd: grAnd duchy of finlAnd 1856-1884
  formed by Jussi tuori

 ® frAnce: the clAssic imperforAtes

  formed by Joseph hAckmey, r.d.p., frpsl

 ® grenAdA: grenAdA clAssic issues 
  formed by Joseph hAckmey, r.d.p., frpsl

 ® nAtAl: postAl history 
  formed by prof. keith klugmAn

 ® pAnAmA: colombiAn stAte period 
  formed by AlvAro cAstro-hArrigAn

 ® thAilAnd: clAssic stAmps & postAl history of siAm 
  formed by surAJit gongvAtAnA, frpsl

  ® turkey: the duloz issues, 1865-76 
  formed by mAx plAntingA

 ® persiA: the clAssic period to 1879 
  formed by Joseph hAckmey, r.d.p., frpsl

 ® usA: 1847 & 1851-57 clAssic issues on cover 
  formed by Joseph hAckmey, r.d.p., frpsl

 ® All AvAilAble And future editions (“stAnding order”)
  pleAse tick the box for eAch book you wish to order.  
  euro 75 eAch + postAge, or equivAlent in us$ or chf      
  orders by internet to (gpc@dAvidfeldmAn.com) or by mAil 

nAme. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Address. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

city/stAte/province. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .     

post code. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . country. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

tel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . fAx. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . e-mAil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

David Feldman SA, 175 route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland

Tel: +41 22 727 07 77, Fax: +41 22 727 07 78
E-mail: admin@davidfeldman.com; Web site: www.davidfeldman.com

Offices in Geneva, Hong Kong and New York; further representation in 25 cities on all 5 continents



Geneva Area Hotels
Please contact the hotels directly, in plenty of time, to make your reservations

The David Feldman Company is pleased to offer 6 months’ credit facilities for auction purchases.
(Please contact our accounts department in advance of your visit)

Refreshments and beverages available all day at our cafeteria.

David Feldman SA, 175 route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel:	+41	22	727	07	77,	Fax:	+41	22	727	07	78,	E-mail:	admin@davidfeldman.com,	Web	site:	www.davidfeldman.com

Offices in Geneva, Hong Kong & New York; representation in 25 cities on all 5 continents

As always, our staff will be pleased to assist you with your hotel requirements 

and hopes your stay in Geneva will be a pleasant and memorable one!

1. AUBERGE DE CONFIGNON ★★★

www.auberge-confignon.ch
6, place de l’Eglise, CH-1232 Confignon
Tel. +41 22 757 19 44; Fax +41 22 757 18 89
• quietly located, very close to our offices
Room rates: Single CHF 160.- / Double CHF 240.- 
breakfast included 

2. HOSTELLERIE DE LA VENDEE ★★★★

www.vendee.ch; e-mail: info@vendee.ch
Chemin de la Vendée 28, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 792 04 11 • Fax +41 22 792 05 46
Feldman Galleries: 15 min. by car / taxi,  
10 min. by bus no. 2 or no. 19
Room rates: weekdays CHF 213.-; weekends CHF 178.- 
with shower / bath, .breakfast included

3. HOTEL DIPLOMATE  ★★★★

(non-smoking rooms only) hoteldiplomate@bluewin.ch
46, rue de la Terrassière, CH-1207 Genève
Tel. +41 22 592 87 87; Fax +41 22 592 87 78
Feldman Galleries: 15 min. by taxi / car, 25 min. by bus no. 2
• located in heart of the main shopping area
Room rates: CHF 180.- single 
with shower / bath, breakfast included

4. HOTEL IBIS PETIT-LANCY ★★

www.ibishotel.com/fr/hotel-7289-ibis-geneve-petit-lancy 
 /index.shtml
Chemin des Olliquettes 8, CH-1213 Petit Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 00 • Fax +41 22 709 02 10
• close to our offices
Room rates: weekdays CHF 152.-; weekends CHF 109.-

 5. ETAP HOTEL GENEVE PETIT-LANCY ★★

www.accorhotels.com/gb/hotel-7291-etap-hotel-
 geneve-petit-lancy/index.shtm
Chemin des Olliquettes 6, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 20 • Fax +41 22 709 02 19
• close to our offices
Room rates: weekdays CHF 99.-; weekends CHF 89.- 

6. HOTEL DES HORLOGERS ★★★ 

www.horlogers-ge.ch; e-mail: info@horlogers-ge.ch
Route de Saint-Julien 135, CH-1228 Plan-les-Ouates
Tel. +41 22 884 08 33 • Fax +41 22 884 08 34
• close to our offices; breakfast included
Room rates: Single CHF 175.- / Double CHF 210.- 

7. TIFFANY HOTEL GENEVE ★★★★

www.hotel-tiffany.ch; e-mail: Info@tiffanyhotel.ch
20, rue de l’Arquebuse, CH-1204 Genève
• just outside central Geneva, not far from our offices
Tel. +41 22 708 16 16 • Fax +41 22 708 16 17
Room rates: Starting from CHF 340.- 

8. HOTEL ASTORIA ★★★

www.astoria-geneve.ch; e-mail; hotel@astoria-geneve.ch
6, Place Cornavin / CP 1092, CH-1211 Genève
Tel. +41 22 544 52 52 • Fax +41 22 544 52 54
• near the main train station
Room rates: Starting from CHF 190.- 

9. LE SAVOIE HOTEL ★★★

www.savoie-hotel.net; e-mail; info@savoie-hotel.net
9 Avenue Louis Armand, FR-74160 St. Julien-en-Genevois
• just over the border in France
Tel. +33 450 49 03 55 • Fax +33 450 49 06 23
Room rates: Normal e 66.- / Superior e 72.- 



Representation in 25 cities on all 5 continents
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Management
David Feldman - Chairman, Auctioneer

Dan Flesher - CEO

Philatelists & Outside Assistants
Marcus Orsi (Director), David Feldman, Anders Thorell, Gaël Caron, Ricardo Verra, Karol Weyna,

Daniel Mirecki, David MacDonnell, Tony Banwell, Michael Tseriotis

Administration
Dan Flesher (Director), Katie Hutley, Andreia Pereira, Lydia Stocker (Consultant)

Finance
Fabrice Bac (Director), Katie Hutley 

Technology
Romain Kohn (IT), Yoan Germond (Graphics)

Offices in Geneva,  Hong Kong & New York, and further representatives in the following countries: 
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Canada, China, Cyprus, France, Greece,

Ireland, Israel, Italy, Norway, Sweden, Thailand, UK, USA

David Feldman SA, 175 route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland

Tel: +41 22 727 07 77, Fax: +41 22 727 07 78
E-mail: admin@davidfeldman.com; Web site: www.davidfeldman.com

Offices in Geneva, Hong Kong and New York; further representation in 25 cities on all 5 continents


